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The Possibilities of Development Keep on Sailing the

Canal del Dique

A case study of the difficulties of achieving post development in Santa Lucia Colombia

by

Juliana Brugman Guerrero

Summary

The human made Canal del Dique, a branch of the Magdalena River located in the north of
Colombia is the protagonist of this research; through it the underdevelopment lived by the
neighbouring population of Santa Lucía will be unbraided. The Canal has been the reason of
implementation of many government technologies since the birth of the state of Colombia
because of being an advantageous path for transportation of exportable natural resources due
to the connectivity it offers between the port of Cartagena de Indias and inner country. By
arguing economic development a large quantity of resources has been spent in a promotion of
the navigability of the Canal, these government tactics for a capitalization of nature have not
only been poorly executed but have also proven to leave a side the important social
component within their planning. The consequence of these deficient governmentalities in the
integration of the medium and the population has been situations as the overflow of the Canal
del Dique in 2010 and the consequent tragedy lived by Santa Lucía. Moreover, the rise of the
drying of wetlands and the expansion of the African oil palm with the excuse of promoting
local agricultural development have been proven to alter the natural balance of the region and
consequently influencing the causes of the overflow. In addition to this, Santa Lucía has also
affronted other situations that have actively affected its development; it is situated in what
until a few years a go used to be paramilitary territory. The Autodefensas Unidas de Colombia
(AUC) had control of the Canal del Dique for the transport of coca that would later be
trafficked, meaning that Santa Lucía was also under their rule of terror. Furthermore the
power of the AUC achieved a Captured Reconfiguration of the State as their appointing of
political clerks and their involvement within the health system has proven. This unbraiding of
the reasons of underdevelopment lived by the population of Santa Lucía allows a fertile
ground for a reconceptualization of a successful development within a post development
perspective argued by Arturo Escobar (1995). This means that development should come
from a local understanding of what they believe should be achieved and through a self
planned path of action. After visiting Santa Lucía and performing semi structured interviews
was concluded that the scarcity of the town and the lack of completion of a basic level of
capabilities means that the citizens are not able to develop elaborated strategies for post
development; they want education, health, infrastructure, all basic capabilities for a
development of basic rights included within Nussbaum list (2000). Therefore a post
development strategy is only possible within communities that have their basic rights and
capabilities met. What this research has achieved is recognition of the reasons of
underdevelopment in Santa Lucia in the hope that this acknowledgment of the truth could be
converted into fertile ground for change cultivated by the population of the town.
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Introduction

1.1 Dear Reader,

You have in your hands the result of a research that attempts to unite with a revolutionary

process for change and towards well being, a research that aims to be part of an unbraiding of

underdevelopment in order to gather knowledge for a reconceptualization of development. Of

course, I do not expect to give a standardizable solution for such a studied and complex topic,

especially since each underdevelopment is the result of an own historic process and

consequently each development should follow a unique path of action; what I have tried to

achieve is a widening of the spectrum for its conscious understanding by adding one more

tool into the toolbox of theory1.

Since the end of World War II the equal worth of every human being despite less of

their geographical position has rooted many legal and political advancements, one of them

being the concept of development which has been the reason of implementation of

innumerable governmental strategies around the globe aiming to modernize states by

achieving economic growth. The interpretation of development which presupposes the need

of being part of the capitalist system in order to accomplish a proper progress is challenged by

Arturo Escobar in his book 'Encountering Development: The Making and Unmaking of the

Third World' (1995) where the need for a reconceptualization of development and

underdevelopment coming from the perspective of the people affected by it is argued and

which Escobar baptizes with the name of postdevelopment. This postdevelopment perspective

is at the foundation of this research and has been complemented within a cosmopolitan frame

of reference2 by linking Escobar (1995) with Held (2002), Nussbaum (2000), and Foucault

(1971,1978); a theoretical association covered by a theory of justice and of proper

government governmentality3. This has been braided together since a common cosmopolitan

frame of standards 4 offers the fertile ground for securing a right and a capability position5 for

the development of an own formulation of needs and of strategies to complete them6. By

doing this the government would be insuring the development of the essential processes of the

1 Intellectuals and power: A conversation between Michel Foucault and Gilles Deleuze, 1971.
2 Held 2002.
3 Foucault 1978.
4 Held 2002:308.
5 Nussbaum 2000.
6 Escobar 1995.
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population, consequently improving their well being7 within their own local understandings8.

A postdevelopment cosmopolitan position is therefore argued for.

By taking as point of departure the neoliberal capitalization of the Canal del Dique, a

human made branch of the Magdalena River located in the Caribbean Coast of Colombia, and

its subsequent overflow in October 2010 which affected in a tremendous manner the highly

deprived municipality of Santa Lucía, I will aim to unbraid the reasons of the

underdevelopment lived by the population. My research question can be therefore defined:

What do the citizens of Santa Lucía envision within their possible postdevelopment and

what are the reasons for their underdevelopment? In order to answer this question I visit

Santa Lucia two times, one in April 2011 and the second one in February 2012. My

hypothesis is that the internal armed conflict that Colombia has been experiencing for more

than 60 years has had a direct effect in the underdevelopment of Santa Lucía and will

probably influence the answers given by the respondents. This hypothesis is based on an

understanding of the theory of State Cooptation developed by senior analyst Hellman and

Kauffman from the World Bank (2000) and further complemented by Colombian scholars

Garay et al. (2008) within the theory of Captured Reconfiguration of the State. These theories

examine a large scale corruption in the formulation of laws, norms, public policies and

regulations by private agents and illegal groups with military power, having as a consequence

an inevitable debilitation of the State and a deviance of the focus of a proper governmentality9.

1.2 Structure

The thesis is divided into ten chapters, this being the first introductory chapter will be

followed by a theoretical rooting from where the ideas that impulse the subsequent pages

sprouted. An overview of the rise of the development discourse and its criticism by Escobar

will be performed, it will be explained how development discourse has been used as a

colonialist technique by the 'North' and how strategies for resistance can be voiced.

Furthermore, a cosmopolitan view will be integrated within Escobar's post development view

in order to merge it within a perspective of proper government governmentality, all this taking

into account a historical situation of globalization and its consequences. In addition the

dissonance between an apparent order and reality, and the effects this has in a possibility of

7 Foucault 1978.
8 Escobar 1995.
9 Garay et al. 2008.
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development will be explained with the theories of State Cooptation and of a Captured

Reconfiguration of the State.

The third chapter maps the methodology used to put the puzzle of this thesis together.

It explains how the attempt to unbraid the underdevelopment of Santa Lucía was performed

by following Escobar's method for a reconceptualization of development, therefore by

describing the system of relations between discourse, political economy, cultural politics, and

including an ethnographic field work in order to achieve the so wanted post development

perspective. This chapter covers also an explanation of the interviews performed and how

some of the respondents were reached.

The next chapter is an explanation of the physical and economical geography of the

region of the Canal del Dique. This chapter was included in order to give a visual image of the

space where the research is situated and to give an understanding of the importance of the

connectivity performed by Canal del Dique for the economy of the country. These pages also

recognize the natural richness of the territory essential for the basic income of its inhabitants

and for understanding its deterioration by a capitalization of nature.

Chapter five gives a historical contextualization of how the Canal del Dique was borne

and the constant difficulties it has affronted. The interest that the Colombian government has

had in the capitalization of nature as a form of connecting with the globalization process

overseeing its social consequences is also explained in this chapter. Furthermore the

inefficient government technologies implemented in the Canal del Dique are highlighted in

order to prove the failure of the Colombian government in providing an appropriate

interference of the population and the medium.

Chapter six gives an explanation of the tragedy suffered by the population in Santa

Lucía. Ciphers are provided to make understandable the degree of the calamity, also

interviews to the population will give a clear view of how this situation was lived by them and

the consequences it had in their living. The post development perspective of the thesis is in

this chapter unveiled through the answers given by the population. In addition, a further

understanding of the effects that the political economy of the region has had will be achieved

after reading this chapter.

The seventh chapter illustrates the negative influence that the internal armed conflict

of Colombia has had over the development of the region. By showing the control of the AUC

in every aspect of society an understanding of the difficulties of achieving postdevelopment is

better achieved. In this chapter is demonstrated the power that a control of narcotrafficking
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gives and the violent ways that this control is achieved; the chapter also illustrates the effects

that the illegality of this transnational business has on the well being of local realities.

In chapter eight a Captured Reconfiguration of the State of Colombia is proved and

consequently is argued its influence in the difficulties of achieving development. This will be

done by showing how a violent capitalization of nature and its associated societal detriment

has been the consequence of the influence of companies welcomed by the Colombian

government as the Drummond and the Banana Fruit Company; companies who have been

also proven to be involved with violent actions of the AUC. Moreover, the introduction of

African oil palm as an excuse of local development and the privatization of the national health

system will further demonstrate how captured government governmentalities work towards a

private benefit ignoring the damages influenced in the well being of the population.

Chapter nine is a chapter that illustrates how hope can be kept in a situation that seems

to be so intricate that solutions appear some times unlikely to be achieved. In this chapter a

short example of a success story of organized civil society is presented, the Liga de Mujeres

Desplazadas. Here I show how music has accompanied and has served as a motor for

struggles of people that like me believe that change is possible.

Finally chapter ten closes this research with a conclusion and an overview of the

complex reasons that difficult an appropriate post development in Santa Lucía.

I believe it is important to recognize that themes that could be relevant to the central

thematic of the thesis as the escalation of mining exploitation in Colombia and its

consequences in the detriment of nature, as well as the organized struggles of indigenous and

afro communities for their territories are not covered in the thesis. I have decided to exclude

these themes since I believe that is better not to touch them in a superficial manner but if you

dear reader are interested, I suggest you to look at the gold mining situation in the department

of Chocó as an excellent point of departure.

I close this introduction by stating my own personal objective for this research project;

I have tried to use the knowledge gained in this Master to be part of 'brain circulation' and not

of 'brain drain' by using the opportunity of writing a Master Thesis about a real problem that

is affecting the space where I come from and by doing so increasing the visibility of a country

that seems to fall in international silence.

Finally dear reader, I wish you an interesting time in reading the following words.
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Theoretical Roots

The theory of this study is based within a post development perspective drawing from

Escobar's book Encountering Development: The Making and Unmaking of the Third World.

This post development outlook aims to be complemented with a cosmopolitan view within a

historical perspective of the consequences of globalization. A dialogue between Escobar,

Foucault, Held, and Nussbaum will be pursued in order to give bases to a contextualization of

the study. Furthermore, the difficulties of postdevelopment in a context of internal armed

conflict will be explored by analysing the theory of State Capture by the World Bank and of

Captured Reconfiguration of the State argued by Colombian scholars.

2.1 The rise of Development as a guiding discourse for progress

In the early post World War II period reality was colonized by development discourse,

'underdevelopment' and 'third world' were new concepts that gave a redefinition of the world

and supported the new strategies implemented to face the problems of poor countries in order

to achieve progress10. Cosmopolitan ideas of an achievement of well-being despite less of any

geographical location were at the base of post World War II legal and political developments,

allegiance was recognized to be to the equal worth every person within humanity11; Ocampo

(2010) argues that these developments continued to carry an 'original sin' by keeping colonial

structures in decision-making power and asymmetries in the international economic system.

In the social imaginary the historical built discourse of development, through the expression

of knowledge and power, accomplished the status of being a necessary fact. Following this

logic Escobar (1995) argues that an important connection can be established between the rise

of development and the decline of the colonial order. Through development discourse Europe

and U.S kept control and influence over ex colonies and their natural resources which were

considered an increasingly important component for modernization and for the expansion of

the capitalist system (Escobar 1995:31). Then was development tied to economic growth thus

modernization, material advancement, science, technology, and capital investment were

believed to be the most important ingredients in development strategies necessary to achieve

social, cultural, and political progress (Escobar 1995:39,40). Following planning models for

national, regional, and sectoral interventions of industrialized countries was believed to be the

10 Escobar 1995.
11 Held 2002.
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appropriate way to obtain a functioning development; an example of these are the Regional

Development Corporations set up in Latin America that followed models of planned

industrialized communities (Escobar 1995:38). In Colombia these corporations have an

important role; they have the function of administering within their area of jurisdiction the

environment, natural resources, and work for sustainable development following laws and

policies of the Ministry of Environment12.

Development politics and projects followed the decisions produced by knowledge of

truth that came from diverse institutional fields, from universities to national planning

agencies, NGO's etc., in sum western experts and western science situated 'outside' and

'above' constituted a professionalized development that was implemented it in 'the south'13.

Foucault (1971) argues that truth is produced by a multiplicity of features regulated by power

that become valid when received and accepted by a society, and determines five features

which characterize it: it is made within a scientific discourse, it is induced within an economic

and political scope, it is widely broadcasted, it is mainly controlled by political and economic

apparatuses and it becomes the aim of ideological struggles. This can be seen with the truth of

underdevelopment since it is aimed by political technologies widely publicized in discourses

that do not achieve to eliminate it, instead underdevelopment has been 'multiplied to infinity'14

creating a stronger composition of factors and forces where the language of development

bases itself. In other words, development has not succeeded in eliminating the basic problems

that make up underdevelopment, it succeeded in creating a politically and technically

manageable underdevelopment that allowed a detailed overall control of countries and

populations15. Therefore the power of the development discourse is reflected in a specific type

of governmentality that has been defined by mostly unsuccessful government tactics that had

as a scope a secure relationship between the population and the medium16. This political

technique is according to Foucault (1978) one of the fundamental bases of the mechanisms of

security where the government becomes an 'architect of space'17 aiming to guarantee a secure

circulation of population entitlements.

2.2 Developing differences between words and realities

12 In the Canal del Dique two regional corporations have jurisdiction Cardique and Cormagdalena.
13 Escobar 1995.
14 Escobar 1995:53.
15 Escobar 1995.
16 Foucault 1978.
17 Foucault 1978:45.
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The conflicting dissonance between what institutionalized development promotes and the

realities of popular groups situated in the third world is evident; for Escobar (1995) this is the

reason why it is essential to understand development as a reflection of discourse and discourse

as the articulation of knowledge and power. In order to better recognize the divergence

between the ideal and the real a better understanding of how knowledge was acquired and

under which historical and cultural conditions it was articulated into the form of discourse

Escobar (1995) believes that should be achieved. Development's discursive homogenization

of third world peoples places all the poor illiterate and hungry under the same category of

underdeveloped and prevents a better understanding of their complexity and diversity.

Deconstructing development forces us to see the system of relations between institutions,

socioeconomic processes, forms of knowledge and technological factors that form the

implemented concepts, theories, and strategies for development18. Escobar argues that what

ultimately comes down to is that the discourse articulated by these practices, even if it has not

succeeded to eliminate the causes of underdevelopment it none the less shapes the everyday

life of people in the third world, thus the cultural productivity at the local level is influenced

by the hybridization that development and modernity concepts undertake with the local.

Escobar (1995) explains that representations in discourse are not a reflection of a given

reality but an essential part of it, discourse and reality feed each others productivity. Through

discourse the social organization of ruling provides labels, categories, concepts and

descriptions with which 'facts' can be analyzed and through which access to resources can be

determined. The production of labels is part of a political rational process that is undertaken

through the use of powerful symbolisms, in Escobar's words 'the discursive nature of capital

is evident in various ways-for instance, in the resignification of nature as resource; in the

construction of poverty as lack of development, of peasants as merely food producers, and of

hunger as lack of food requiring rural development; and in the representation of capital and

technology as agents of transformation'19. Discourse allows a preservation of a representation

of the world as those who rule it see it making our knowledge of it ideological and partial20. In

order to arrive to a deeper analysis of discourses one should not only understand the

epistemological and cultural conditions where it was produced or how it was articulated and

18 Escobar 1995.
19 Escobar 1995:130.
20 Smith 1974:267 in Escobar 1995:107.
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related to a certain historical reality, but also the 'instrument-effects' 21  of the political

technologies generated by it.

For Butler (1993) the relationship of discourse with social practice is essential, it

unites language and practice in order to create meaning differencing discourse with text as

narrative22. But when words are written but no proper action is followed means that discourse

has failed and that a simulation of the state23 has taken place. Foucault (1978) argues that the

law has been a principal way of representation of power which should not be understood as an

illusion but as a complex instrument of action which brings order; but when we put in relation

development policies representing the law, with scarcity which has been termed by Foucault

as 'bad luck in its purest state'24 and that comes in the form of a natural disaster but it can also

be influenced by the avidity of the people, the ideal objective risks to not being able to leave

its ideal phase.

2.3 Managing the imagination for sustainable realities

Western rationality extended itself by conquering spaces through a discourse of sustainable

development, a strategy introduced in the 1987 World Commission on Environment and

Development 'Our Common Future' organized by the United Nations and which continues to

have a guiding power in development strategies. The report aimed at the eradication of

poverty and the protection of the environment by applying proper management strategies.

Escobar (1995) argues that sustainable development emerges as a concept in the planning

discourse of the 'problematization of global survival'25 which targets the sustainability of the

global ecosystem and of the resources that support the market economy but which ignores the

importance of the sustainability of local cultures and realities. The managerial attitude

towards nature develops its capitalization in a modern and postmodern ecological form; this

approach is offered by sustainable development discourse which legitimizes production

conditions giving new meanings and interpretations: it resignifies nature as environment, the

Earth as capital, poverty as a consequence of destroyed environments, and gives the key of

success to management and planning26.

Escobar states that the importance of planning and management for development

experts is essential in the idea of framing a rational and objective path towards progress that

21 Foucault in Ferguson 1990:251-77, in Escobar 1995:143.
22 Butler 1993 in Muller 2008.
23 Mesa de mujeres de Juarez 2009.
24 Foucault 1978:47.
25 Escobar 1995:194.
26 Escobar 1995.
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developing countries can follow; the environmental managerialism within sustainable

development shares this same logic by redefining 'Third World' communities as manageable

resources integrated into the world capitalist economy. Therefore Escobar believes that

mediation of the state in the capitalization of nature has been essential; in the modern

ecological form the discourse of environment displaced the entity of nature as an own body of

life and discourse translating it into natural resources converted into capital: exploitable raw

materials managed by the state. Ecology was condensed into policies that promoted the

'rational management of resources'27 in order to manage the 'growth of the limits'28 having as

central the idea 'good ecology is good economics'29 and ignoring the cultural consequences of

this approach. Furthermore, Escobar (1995) argues that sustainable development claims a

reconciliation between a capitalistic economy and ecology that would impulse, through minor

adjustments to the market system, an environmentally friendly development era but it is

'hiding the fact that the economic framework itself cannot hope to accommodate

environmental considerations without substantial reform'30.

Escobar (1995) argues that in order to widen our understanding and our vision of

reality we have to have clear how western forms of knowledge and power have invested in the

third world. Having a different perspective means recognizing the possibility of encountering

within it diverse situations of economic exploitation as the reality of how third world

resources have been historically sold to the most convenient bidder leaving social movements

the responsibility to deal with 'the destruction of life, the body, nature, and space and the

crisis-induced restructuring of these conditions' 31 .In the postmodern form of ecological

capital, nature becomes a source of value for research and knowledge, territories become

biodiversity reserves and communities their vigilant keepers; then social movements face the

necessity of having to revalue their own knowledge and to articulate their own vision of

developmental strategies for production in order to not be run over by the developmental

machine of the North 32 . Therefore Escobar argues that the language of sustainable

development becomes too narrow to speak about these issues and that a new language that

influences discourse has to be invented, one that comes from the perspective of the Third

World and that values their alternative visions of social and economical processes; a

27 Escobar 1995:197.
28 Sachs1988 in Escobar 1995:197.
29 Conable 1987,6 in Escobar 1995:197.
30 Escobar 1995:197.
31 J.O'Connor:1988, in Escobar 1995:201.
32 Escobar 1995.
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participation of the Third World in the expression of these globalised processes would mean

their repositioning and revaluing as active actors of the global scene.

2.4 Reconceptualizing development means also reconceptualizing underdevelopment

The practices of policy depict a world of problems to be concerned with but it is essential to

ask ourselves if another world of problems exists outside it? Escobar (1995) argues that in

order to answer this question cultural politics should be at the base of analysis by starting with

a clear vision of local cultures and their links to regional, national, and international political

economy. Held (2002) argues that it should also be taken into account the influence that

globalization has had by increasing, speeding up, and intensifying a worldwide

interconnectedness which has also allowed spaces of economic domination33. According to

Escobar it should be understood how the work of institutions from the textual to the practice

structure the world; a better understanding of social relations and mechanisms of ruling could

be derived by having clear how within professional discourses the construction of categories

(and which categories) where facts fall into are created. Understanding the multiple

relationships between the population, territory, and wealth which constitutes the birth of

political economy34 would give a clearer understanding of government techniques. Escobar

(1995) argues that we should describe 'the system of transformation that constitutes change'35;

unveiling the relation between discourse, political economy, institutional ethnography and

cultural politics would allow a clear view of the reasons of underdevelopment.

An opening of spaces for a wider understanding of Third Worlder's economic systems

and ways of life should be achieved in order to challenge the 'cultural imposition and

instrument-effects of the development apparatus' 36  and the consequences it has in the

solutions offered by development policy. Revaluing other conceptions of the economy that are

outside the logic of the market economy as for example local exchange, reciprocity, and

activities of subsistence, and being able to grow from these different understandings that form

the base of the living of many in the South would allow another definition and path of

progress37. Escobar (1995) argues that development discourse is more a mechanism of truth

production than of repression, he terms it 'imperialism in representation' 38 , through it

structural and institutionalized power relations are reflected. Development discourse should

33 Held 2002.
34 Foucault 1978.
35 Foucault 1972:173 in Escobar 1995:112.
36 Escobar 1995:153.
37 Escobar 1995.
38 Escobar 1995:163.
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then not be used as a 'violent representation'39  of 'Third Worlder's' needs, but as a tool

actively influenced by the receivers of its benefits in order to achieve a completion of what

they considered as lacking in their living. The consequences of development discourse should

be those needed and wanted by the receivers of it, and not by a predetermined conception of

progress and modernity that leads to controllable spaces of influence thus Escobar (1995)

argues for a reconceptualization of development that would impulse its accomplishment.

Instead of trying to make societies fit into 'pre existing models of modernity' 40 a

reinterpretation of the local and a revaluation of their history and cultural tradition would help

the success of their own appropriate way for development. Escobar (1995) argues that

reconceptualizing the conditions that are thought to make up underdevelopment would

challenge the power of the development discourse and would also contribute to give validity

to another type of knowledge.

Development should grow from an achievement of capabilities and human functioning;

the language of capabilities has been used by the Human Development Reports of the United

Nations Development Programme since 1993 as a space to assess and compare the quality of

life of people across developing nations41. The cosmopolitan notion of capabilities developed

by Amartya Sen and Martha Nussbaum is closely associated with a theory of justice which

offers, by securing a right, a capability position where an owned formulation of needs can be

voiced and the ability to choose a desired function can be followed42.  This position can be

read together with Escobar's (1995) 'cultural localism' since a 'common framework of

standards'43 would give the necessary fertile ground for the growth of a transformation of

development where an own local vision, a postdevelopment, could be achieved. The reason

for thinking about development as aiming at a securing of capabilities is linked to the basic

standard final aim of an appropriate government governmentality that is to improve the

situation of well being of the population by insuring the development of their essential

processes, including those economic 44 . The national government system, by being the

principal responsible for development of its population45, should constantly work closely with

its population to obtain knowledge of the true reality of the state in order to maintain the

39 Escobar 1995:153.
40 Escobar 1995:52.
41 Nussbaum 2000.
42 Nussbaum 2000.
43 Held 2002:308.
44 Foucault 1978.
45 Ocampo 2010.
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development of the state force which should be the well being of its inhabitants46; but it is

known that cosmopolitan principles are hardly part of the theoretical and concrete world of

action of current politicians47.

2.5 The visions of another possibility: Post development

The practice following Development discourse has had an important influence in structuring

the path undertaken by developing countries since the end of WWII but as Escobar (1995) has

noted it has also been considered a source of suppression through a homogenized

representation of identities of the Third World. Development discourse is used as a tool of

power in order to execute choices whose consequences are reflected in the chances of others;

as a reaction to this the transformation of development has been an ongoing task for

grassroots movements, local knowledge, and popular power since the 1980s48. Implementing

other social and economic paths would mean to create alternatives to development, by

distancing from the Western knowledge that forms development sciences, a space for other

types of knowledge, of new rules, statements and visibilities, would be freed serving to

'change the order of discourse'49. This task undertaken by locals is a way to construct new

identities derived by a cultural hybridization that has resulted from complex processes of

specific historical backgrounds; in Latin America this 'reinterpretation of modernity' 50

characterizes the complexity of the mixture that traditions and modernity have in the

sociocultural process. Escobar argues that hybridity basing itself in a cultural recreation and in

the valuing of sociocultural differences would provide an opportunity for opening doors to

new concepts and new languages that would help to produce other subjectivities as political

facts.

Cultural difference is at the base of postdevelopment, it allows for a

reconceptualization of the present giving another view of theory and permitting to challenge

the sources of power, knowledge, its research strategies, and political technologies (Escobar

1995:225). Escobar calls for a reconnection 'between truth and reality, between words and

things, one that demands new practices of seeing, knowing, and being' (Escobar 1995:223), a

postdevelopment that bases its alternatives in the research reappropriated by popular actors,

that flourishes from the territory that is influencing and not from 'white' offices of the North

and in the North. By presenting an own point of view across political communities an exercise

46 Foucault 1978.
47 Held 2002.
48 Escobar 1995:215.
49 Escobar 1995:216,217.
50 Escobar 1995:218.
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of 'cosmopolitan right'51 would be performed by a peasant resistance seeking an increase of

well being through a cultural struggle that decolonizes symbols and meanings of

representation52.

2.6 State Capture and a Captured Reconfiguration of the State: Traps for development

The concept of 'State Capture' developed by the World Bank (2000) with the leadership of

senior analysts Hellman and Kauffman and completed with the concept of 'Captured

Reconfiguration of the State' by Garay et al. (2008) will be examined in order to give a more

complete contextualization of underdevelopment and the difficulties of achieving

postdevelopment in a state of law in the process of consolidation as is the case of Colombia.

State Capture has been defined as a large-scale economical corruption where private agents,

firms or groups, influence the formulation of laws, norms, public policies and regulations,

aiming at an egoistic benefit which ultimately contradicts the general wellbeing53. Since laws

are of permanent application when groups with a wide economical power manipulate a

formulation of laws54 the implementation of these laws induce an administrative corruption55

that has as a consequence an inevitable debilitation of the state structure including the

economical56. State capture originates from the private and goes to the public sphere and it is

not limited to a juridical formulation of laws; it also includes other activities that manipulate

the legal framework of the state as bribing judges in order to influence their decisions which

results in juridical insecurity and in political, social, and economical alterations57. States that

are in higher risk of state capture are those termed in 'state transition'; also those that have big

levels of wealth concentration, those with poor institutional development, with great natural

wealth, those with failures in the State of Law, and those that have the possibility of serving

as transit for licit or illicit financial resources 58 . Other characteristics of states that are

associated with high levels of state capture are lack of social control by civil society, absence

of mechanisms of accountability, weakness of political parties as representatives of society,

lack of transparency in the formulation of projects, and state weakness in the capacity of

granting property rights and appropriate measures for market liberalization and privatization59.

51 Kant in Held 2002.
52 Escobar 1995.
53 World Bank 2000 in Garay et al. 2008.
54 Hellman and Kauffmann 2001 in Garay et al 2008.
55 World Bank 2000 in Garay et al. 2008.
56 Garay et al. 2008.
57 Hellman and Kauffmann 2001 in Garay et al. 2008.
58 Garay et al. 2008.
59 Hellman, Jones, y Kaufmann 2000b in Garay et al. 2008.
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High levels of corruption are consequently associated with states whose economic activities

are in close relationship with governmental management60.

In the definition of State Capture the principal actors of capturing the state are

considered to be legal companies that by using national and international bribery favours from

public servants situated in privileged positions are achieved. But this definition gets widen

when companies are not considered as the only entities with the capacity and interest of

capturing the state61; this allows a point of departure for an understanding of a Captured

Reconfiguration of the State. A State Capture can go beyond the economical sphere, it can be

extended to a political, social and even moral realm; this demonstrates that legal economic

actors are not the only interested actors in Capturing the State. In many countries illegal

groups are interested in influencing the state power of regulation and legislation so bribery

becomes only one of the methods used to achieve it; other methods used are threats and

murders which are effective in the short term, and association and formation of political

parties when having a long term perspective. Thus the nature and scope of State Capture

changes when the captor agent is an illegal group with military power; therefore the

increasing complexity of the intervening actors had as a consequence a mutation towards a

Captured Reconfiguration of the State62. A Captured Reconfiguration of the State usually

performed through a violent act where a group tries to penetrate the State to reconfigure it in

order to serve their own corrupt interests irremediably affects an appropriate process of

development since by being performed at the back of a collective decision the general well

being is damaged.

Accordingly, in a situation of State Capture and of a Captured Reconfiguration of the

State can be seen how the system of ruling is used as an instrument of representation of

power63 which silently intrudes within the sovereignty of a state inducing an order64 that is

only apparent. In a Captured Reconfiguration of the State where political leaders are part of

the cooptation strategy65, government tactics which delineate what should be within the goals

of the state66 are guided by the power within capital having as objective the production of

more capital for a few individuals and not what should be the general goal of a proper

60 World Bank 2000 in Garay et al 2008.
61 Hellman et al. 2000 in Garay et al. 2008.
62 Garay et al. 2008.
63 Foucault 1971.
64 Foucault 1978.
65 An example of this is the so called 'para politica' in Colombia.
66 Foucault 1978.
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governmentality67, the well being68 of the population. Examples of this can be seen in the

situation of the so called 'parapolitica' in Colombia where the political party of ex president

Uribe the 'U'69 was proved to be associated with paramilitary leaders who benefited from

different law formulations as the law of 'Justice and Peace' which promoted 'forgive and

forget'. Other examples in Colombia are the privatization of the health system and the

inclusion of programs for expansion of African oil palm in the country's territory justified

within plans for development which ultimately leave farmers and the natural environment

worst off but enrich the few owners of these industries70. Thus a Captured Reconfiguration of

the State can affect the system of justice within a state and also a proper planning of

development strategies; it guides the state to violate a basic principle of public policy which

states as one of its focus the avoidance and prevention of an infliction of serious harm on

people 'without their consent' and 'against their will' 71  but using a carefully constructed

discourse which 'turns the coin', invisibilizes the harm, and makes it seem as beneficial for all.

In addition, a Captured Reconfiguration of the State in a country like Colombia has a

component which makes reality even more blurry: the illegal traffic of drugs and its capital; it

is significant to mention this since the money resulting from drug trafficking is reflected in an

addition to the gross domestic product of the country72 but which is not an indication of the

wellbeing of the population. Consequently, it can be affirmed that a State Capture and a

Captured Reconfiguration of the State actively affect the development of countries as well as

hindering an achievement of postdevelopment strategies.

67 Foucault 1971.
68 Nussbaum 2000.
69 See for example: Nueve congresistas de la U son investigados por parapolitica. March 16 2010.
www.verdadabierta.com
70 Agrocombustibles: Una vía para el despojo de las tierras y la inseguridad alimentaria de los campesinos del
centro – oriente de Colombia (Sur de Bolívar) Fundación Suiza de Cooperación al desarrollo Swissaid Colombia
71 Barry 1998b in Held 2002.
72 World Drug Report 2012. United Nations Office for Drugs and Crimes.
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Putting the puzzle together: Methodology

In order to unveil the reasons of lack of development in Santa Lucia and to visualize a

possible post development I followed a methodology based on Escobar's (1995) theory for a

reconceptualization of development; this means that a description of the relations between

discourse, political economy, and cultural politics was pursued. This was done by unveiling

the multiple relationships between the population of Santa Lucía, the characteristics of its

territory and wealth. The important role of the Canal del Dique was evaluated since it is the

object of continuous discourses for economic development of the region because of the

connectivity it provides between the Magdalena river and the Cartagena Port; this was done

by a historical review of how the Canal del Dique was thought, the reasons for its construction,

and the problems it has run across to since its birth. This proved to be an important part of the

research since it demonstrated the economic motive of its existence and the continuous

overlook of the social factors which it has inevitably influenced. Also, the swampy

characteristic of the territory of Santa Lucía was analyzed in relation to the drying of wetlands

for agricultural activities, including African oil palm, which is believed to be one of the

causes of the overflow of the Canal del Dique. In addition, the lack of development in Santa

Lucía was thought together with the consequences that the internal armed conflict in

Colombia have had over its territory since it is recognized to be geographically situated within

a common route for the illegal export of drugs. An analysis was also done of those

consequences that came from a Captured Reconfiguration of the State, four examples of these

consequences were analyzed: the intruding of paramilitary within the political system and the

society of Santa Lucía, the cooptation of paramilitary within the royalties system, the

inefficient health system of the town and the expansion of African oil palm in the area. Also

reflection of the reasons for hope was also performed within a cultural politics perspective by

reading actions of civil society and music production as a motor to keep our trust in change.

In addition a journalistic follow up of the tragedy in Santa Lucía and an analysis of the

resultant situation was performed.

This literary argumentation needed to be complemented by an ethnographic field

research in order to be enriched and to arrive to a post development view; consequently two

visits to Colombia where done, the first visit was in April 2011 and the second visit in

February 2012 where semi structured personal focused interviews, and semi structured
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focused group interviews where employed. I based my stays in Cartagena de Indias since by

staying with family members I could easily organize my travels through the region. The

reason for having a second visit after one year was to determine the advances of the planned

governmental actions for the restructuring of Santa Lucía laid out in the 'Plan of Action and

Reconstruction: Nueva Sur'. Since I come from the same region of Colombia where the

research was performed I can honestly say that the investigation was facilitated by it. The

networking provided by my acquaintances was of big help; I knew where to go and was able

to choose the best paths. Luckily the interviews performed during the two visits to Colombia

had a diverse variety of respondents that allowed me to achieve a wide spectrum of the

problem from different viewpoints. I was able to interview the ex major of Santa Lucía Mr.

Osvaldo Santana who was in charge during the tragedy, the now major of Santa Lucía

Teodomiro Ariza, Mr. Tim Rieser from the Appropriations Committee of the US Senate, Mrs.

Angela Patricia Guerrero founder of the NGO Liga de Mujeres Desplazadas de Bolivar, Ms.

Diana Londoño who was working in the Colombian Red Cross during the tragedy and is

currently working in the office for disaster preventions of the presidency of Colombia, Mr.

Raimundo Alvarado journalist who covered the tragedy for the Heraldo newspaper, police

officer of Santa Lucía Mr. Wilmar Fontalvo, mr. César Torres director of the Fluvial

Inspection of Cartagena,  professor of civil engineering in the University of Cartagena Mr.

Alfonso Arrieta, sociologist and journalist Alfredo Molano, Mr. Gabriel Luna from

CARDIQUE, a young boy from Santa Lucía who was applying for police officer and

preferred to not be identified, an old man from Santa Lucía, a focused group interview to a

group of young women and one young man found talking together in the streets of Santa

Lucía, a displaced man head of family found in the road to Santa Lucía, a focused group

interview to a group of people that were like me also waiting to talk to the major in the

municipality of Santa Lucía and two security agents from Cartagena were also interviewed.

Must interviews were recorded using a video camera; only police officer of Santa Lucía Mr.

Wilmar Fontalvo did not allow me to record him since he would have needed official

permission to do so; also when I talked with ms. Diana Londoño, with Mr. Raimundo

Alvarado, with Mrs. Angela Patricia Guerrero, with Mr. César Torres, with Mr. Alfredo

Molano and with Mr. Tim Rieser I did not record the interviews since they were borne from

spontaneous conversations, but I did write notes during or immediately after our talks.

I was able to contact must interviewees through a snowball interview technique and

had enough luck to be in Cartagena at the same time that important respondents who also do

not live in the city as Mr. Molano and Mr. Reiser. Mr. Reiser was part of the delegation of
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U.S. senator Leahy from Vermont who visited Cartagena de Indias on February 25 to 27 2012,

I was able to talk to Mr. Rieser before their reunion with a group of women victims of the

armed conflict including many members of the Liga de Mujeres Desplazadas de Bolivar, an

organization with which I have close contact; luckily I was also able to attend the reunion and

see a 'face to face' dialogue between aid givers and civil society. Mr. Molano was visiting the

city while investigating for his article 'Paramilitarismo y Palma en el Catatumbo' about

African oil palm plantations and companies in the region of the Catatumbo in Colombia,

published in 'El Espectador' newspaper on March 3 2012. It is also relevant to note that I

travelled not only to Santa Lucía where during my first visit I interviewed ex major Mr.

Osvaldo Santana in his office and a group of citizens in the waiting room, and during my

second trip I visited the police station and walking down the streets I was able to find my

respondents; but I also travelled two times to Barranquilla where current major of Santa Lucía

Mr. Teodomiro Ariza based his residence. In my first visit to Barranquila in April 2011 I was

able to meet El Heraldo journalist Mr. Raimundo Alvarado who after our talk accompanied

me to the offices of the governor of the department of Atlántico and since he works closely

with the officers I was able to have a copy of the official presentation of the 'Plan of Action

and Reconstruction: Nueva Sur'; it was also thanks to Mr. Raimundo that I was able to contact

the then major of Santa Lucía mr. Osvaldo Santana during my first visit and then through Mr.

Santana I was able to contact current major Mr. Teodomiro Ariza. So it was definitely through

a snowball interview technique that I was able to contact my respondents.

Another important method that I used during the research was keeping a photographic

record of my visits to Santa Lucía. Through the pictures taken I could show the differences of

how the Canal del Dique looked during the two visits, the advancements of the reparation

works in the 'boquete', the presence of crops of African oil palm in the region, the lack of an

appropriate health centre, and the general poverty suffered by the town of Santa Lucía.

Pictures help me to keep the images of Santa Lucía close while writing this thesis, and help

you visualize Santa Lucía as well.

Consequently this research has been a mix of conceptual and descriptive research, an attempt

to understand the reality through a theoretical explanation and the viability of these theoretical

visions in the reality of Santa Lucía. How close or far away can words and practice be from

each other?
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Physical-Economical Geography

4.1 The sub region of the Canal del Dique

The sub region of the Canal del Dique is located in the Caribbean Coast of Colombia, it is an

alluvial plain formed by a complex of swamps, wetlands, and floodable soils, rich in aquatic

and terrestrial biodiversity extremely important for the regions economic, social and ecologic

life. The sub region of the Canal del Dique is dived in three sectors:

1. High Canal del Dique comprising the first 33 Km of the Canal and made up of the

municipalities of Manatí, Repelón, Santa Lucía, Sabanalarga, Luruaco, Suan, Campo de la

Cruz, Calamar, Arroyo Hondo, Soplaviento, y San Cristóbal.

2. Middle Canal del Dique is made up of the municipalities of Mahates, Arjona, Maria la Baja

and San Estanislao.

3. Lower Canal del Dique is made up of part of the municipalities of Marialabaja, Arjona and

the municipalities of Turbana, Cartagena and San Onofre.

Subregions of the Canal del Dique, Álvaro Ortega, in Aguilera 2006.
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4.2 The physical characteristics of the sub region of the Canal del Dique

Mainly covered by mangroves and fertile grasses the Canal del Dique has a high biological

diversity which includes a great variety of birds, mammals, reptiles, amphibians, fish and

invertebrates.  Some species that can be found in the region are: the titi monkey (Saguinus

oedipus), the jaguar (Leo onca), the caiman (Crocodylus acutus), the chiguire (Hidrochaeris

hidrochaeris), the manatee (Trichechus manatus), the iguana (Iguana iguana) different

species of river turtles (Podocnemis lewyana) (Trachemys scripta) and around 130 bird

species must of them migratory. Indiscriminate extraction of animals as the caiman for its

skin, the iguana for its eggs or different bird species for local consumption and also for their

illegal commercialization is common even if prohibited. Another ecological harm despite

their importance has been done to mangroves; their deforestation and the draining of wetlands

induced by closing the connections with the Canal del Dique aiming at an expansion of

agricultural areas have largely affected this important ecosystem. The fertile grasses of the

sub region of the Canal del Dique by being very productive for agriculture are an important

source of income for the inhabitants of this region, but the increase of large scale agriculture

crops as the African oil palm, the misuse of fertilizers and pesticides are some of the causes in

their contamination as well as the lack of water treatment by the municipalities located in the

banks of the Canal73.

4.3 Travelling through the Canal del Dique

In Colombia 63,3% of the mobilised load is done through roads, 32,4% through railway and

only 3% through fluvial manner74. This low percentage of fluvial transportation is due to the

deficient capacity of the fluvial network for larger boats during low rain seasons of the year,

as well as the lack of services and the poor infrastructure of ports for the manoeuvring of the

boat loads. The economical advantages of fluvial transport, one ton-km by river costs $57

compared to $127 by road (2,2 times more), continues to be the reason of high sums of

economical resources invested in projects promoting the navigability of the Magdalena river75.

The 113 Km of the human made Canal del Dique go through the region as a fluvial trail of

communication between the Cartagena bay and the Magdalena River, 46,5% of the mobilized

73 Aguilar 2006.
74 Data from the Ministry of Transport in Aguilar 2006.
75 See for example: Conpes Plan de expansión portuaria 2005-2006: Estrategias para la competitividad del
sector portuario, Conpes 3594 2009 Importancia Estratégica del Proyecto Sistema Ambiental y de Navegación
del Canal del Dique, Agreement between Cormagdalena and Sociedad Portuaria de Capulco on november 2011
investing 750 million pesos in the navigability of the Magdalena River, Consorcio Canal del Dique according
$184 thousand million pesos for the navigability of the Canal.
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load through the Magdalena River goes through the Canal76. The Canal serves as the principal

highway for the transport of hydrocarbons of Colombia by connecting the port of

Barrancabermeja and the port of Cartagena where the two principal petroleum refineries of

the national company ECOPETROL (Empresa Colombiana de Petroleos) are located. The

principal hydrocarbons transported from Barrancabermeja to Cartagena are: a.c.p.m., tar,

diluents, fluorite, diesel, fuel oil, aviation gasoline, average gasoline, kerosene, naphtha and

oil77. The information provided by the Fluvial Inspection of Cartagena (Inspeccion fluvial de

Cartagena) show that the Canal del Dique is almost only used by transporting the products of

ECOPETROL which are then exported 78 . Thus the Canal is an active highway for

globalization by connecting the global and the local, the need of being part of the global

market of hydrocarbons influences the promotion of projects for the navigability of the Canal

which affect the local realities of the riverside populations.

The wide importance of the Canal includes the supply of water for aqueducts and

irrigation systems of the area. The importance of water can also be seen in some of the most

important economic activities of the region: agricultural, livestock and fish farming. Different

projects that have been planed and financed done to the Canal del Dique having as objective a

better navigability have also caused harmful consequences. Rectifications, the construction of

dykes against inundations and the closing of the communication between the Dique and

swamp complexes have influenced the lack of capacity in the natural regulation of the system

of the Canal having as a consequence an increase of the caudal to the Cartagena bay. This

increase of the caudal has resulted in an increase of sediment which has a negative influence

in the Canal del Dique, it has increased the chances of its overflow as well as being a

detriment of the life of many inhabitants of the area due to a decrease of fish which is for a

majority an important source of food and income. The Cartagena bay has also felt the

negative influence of the increase of sediment, it has affected the Cartagena port and damaged

the tourist beaches of the city.

76 Canal del Dique, una arteria rota. El Espectador, 1 May 2012.
77 Data taken from Cartagena's fluvial inspection (Inspeccion Fluvial de Cartagena). The boats travel from the
port of Barrancabermeja to the port of Cartagena transporting the products and go back empty. Tables attached
in the appendix.
78 In order to have more complete information an email was sent to ECOPETROL asking for specific data: the
name and quantity of products exported with country of destination, but I received a negative answer arguing
that the requested information was not meant to be public. Emails attached in the appendix.
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Historical Context 1650-2012

«La canalización del Dique no es una empresa de interés social. Ella dará sin duda salvador
impulso a la existencia económica de esta noble y decadente ciudad, tan digna de mejor

destino, pero a la vez proporcionará un centro de transacción cómodo y barato a todas las
poblaciones del Estado».

Rafael Núñez 1877

Magdalena River (Wikipedia)

5.1 The vital importance of the Magdalena River

The Magdalena River, El Río Grande de la Magdalena, has been the silent protagonist

through which the history of Colombia has travelled; the 'fluvial artery' is borne in the Nudo

de los Pastos south of the country and travels towards north for more than 1.500 kilometres to

Bocas de Ceniza in the Caribbean Sea. The Magdalena River forms the valley between the

Central and Oriental Andes mountain range that go through Colombia, it was the route of the

first Native American settlers, also used for communication, navigation, and commerce, and

later with the Spanish in the XVI century it was the route for transporting gold and slaves, an

important site for the control, order, and management of the New World (now the Third

World?). The accessibility of the river determined the settlement and growth of port cities as
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Cartagena de Indias, Santa Marta and later on Barranquilla in the Caribbean Sea and of fluvial

port cities as Calamar, Barrancabermeja, Mompox, and Neiva79. The river has been essential

to the economic and cultural development of those who have been part of this territory and its

history; through the construction of the Colombian nation the river served to connect as an

'umbilical chord or as the backbone of the republic' through which tobacco, cacao, coffee and

rubber were exported and European ways and 'modernity' were imported80. The Magdalena

River was and continues to be a silent witness and protagonist of the many wars our land has

suffered, the colony, the civil wars and currently the war on drugs.

Canal del Dique 1794. In Aguilera 2006 originally in Arébalo, Cartografía y relaciones de ultramar
tomo V.

5.2 The difficult history of the Canal del Dique

The connectivity between the hinterlands and the Caribbean Sea has been historically a

constant key responsibility of the Magdalena River and continues to be a current important

aspect of development programs of Colombia81. Since the natural mouth of the river Bocas de

Ceniza located close to Barranquilla was previously un-navigable the idea of the Canal del

79 El Río Magdalena, Revista Semana 2006
80 El Río Magdalena, Revista Semana 2006
81 See for example Conpes 3595 of 2009 Marco de Gasto de Mediano Plazo 2010-2013
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Dique was borne in the XVII century due to the large quantity of swamps in the area, as a

mixed aquatic and terrestrial trail between the Magdalena River and the port of Cartagena de

Indias. As always history influenced by geography illustrates the story of the 'barrancas'

between Cartagena de Indias and the Magdalena River, these sites where travellers could rest,

store products, and where the important help of mules was first used as transport of people

and commerce. There the 'barranca' used was the one of Mateo Rodriguez which was located

close to the swamp of the Matuna where by boats or canoes the city of Cartagena was

reached. This territory characterized by a swamps complex offered the idea of an

uninterrupted aquatic channel, the project interested many governors of Cartagena since the

first half of the XVII century but only until Pedro Zapata de Mendoza was appointed as

governor in 1647 the idea started to materialize.

The problem that had to be solved so that the Canal could be started was economical,

who was going to finance it? After some time of negotiations the fluvial port of Simití

contributed with 10.0000 pesos, Governor Zapata offered his salary and gave personal

guaranty for the loan taken from the banks of those times: the Santa Clara and Santa Teresa

convents in Cartagena de Indias, and finally the work of the Canal del Dique started. General

Zapata was able to gather 2.000 men many of them indigenous and slaves but also workers

from the farms of the region by an official order that had the character of law which stated

that all the indigenous and slaves of the region had the obligation to work in the opening of

the Canal. The largest construction in number of workers that America had until then was

completed after only six months and inaugurated the 20th of August of 1650; the Canal del

Dique was borne with the union of 129 km of swamps which could be travelled in three to

four days by canoe.

Since its inauguration the Canal del Dique faced administration problems, after the

first year which was managed by the city of Cartagena de Indias whose government decided

to rent it because the city needed a stable income from it, this decision meant a poor

maintenance of the Dique since the renters having short term contracts did not care for it. So

for twenty-five years the administration of the Dique was changing hands continuously

between renters and the government of Cartagena until the Canal ceased to be navigable,

record of this is a memorandum sent to the king of Spain in 1685 informing its obstruction. In

1724 another memorandum unveils the story of the Canal, this time from the commander of

the Royal Galleon Don Francisco Cornejo to the king stating the advantages of the Canal for

the supply of the fleet, but in this year the Dique seems to have gone back to the mix aquatic

and terrestrial system since there is record that only half Dique was rented for 2.000 pesos per
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year. And in this changing of hands and partial abandonment the history of the Canal del

Dique continues until the years of the Republic.

Mapa Topografico del Rio Magdalena 1803. File Base Naval Cartagena de Indias.

During the eleven years of the war of independence from Spain the Canal del Dique

was in complete abandonment, even if it is known that at least part of it was navigable since

through it in 1821 the general José Padilla entered the Cartagena bay and completed by sea

the attack against the Spanish forces liberating the city.  During the first years of the Republic

the monopoly of the navigation of the Magdalena River including the Canal del Dique was

given by Simon Bolivar to Juan Bautista Elbers with the words 'I have given them liberty,
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now you give them development' 82 . Elbers the German pioneer of steam navigation in

Colombia was interested in an improvement of the Canal but only if financed by the city of

Cartagena, but this did not occur in the decades of 1820's or 1830's since the new republic was

busy with the war between bolivarianos and santanderistas. But by 1838 the traders from

Cartagena created a 'Junta Directiva para la Conservación del Dique' a conservation board for

the Canal, since they realized that without the Canal their businesses would be damaged

specially since the neighbour and rival city of Barranquilla was starting to begin its pad

towards becoming one of the must important cities of the country. The advantages of the

important connectivity that the Magdalena River provided was profited by Barranquilla; the

city found through a small aquatic way called Caño de la Piña a connection between the

Magdalena River and the Caribbean Sea through the Sabanilla Bay avoiding the risks of the

Bocas de Cenizas and so the commerce started to move to Barranquilla and away from

Cartagena where the Canal del Dique was only navigable during rainy season.  In 1844 the

conservation board of the Canal in an attempt to improve the economy of Cartagena decided

to contract Mr. G.M. Totten, a North American engineer who for six years also compromising

his own resources digs the Canal improving the navigability of it. The aim of this investment

was the transport of tobacco produced in the area of Carmen de Bolivar, located close to the

Canal del Dique, through a navigation company that was going to be managed by Mr. Totten;

but unfortunately for the port of Cartagena and its businessmen the government decided to

abolish the tobacco monopoly having also as a consequence a new abandonment of the Canal.

An additional detriment for the city of Cartagena was the lost of the ownership of the

Canal del Dique to the United States of Colombia in 1869. Luckily in 1877 Rafael Nuñez

became president of the state of Bolivar during the years that Colombia was a federal state,

having the clear vision of the importance of the Canal del Dique Nuñez decided to

compromise himself to the navigability of it. That same year Nuñez travelled to New York,

with his own resources contracted the engineer J. J. Moore and bought a dredge; the project

had a positive outcome since one year later the navigability of the Canal del Dique was once

again restored. The enthusiasm of businessmen from Cartagena was not going to last long

since in 1891, after Nuñez had completed his term as president of Bolivar and was elected

president of the Republic of Colombia a project of building a train line from Cartagena to the

Magdalena River was put forward by the interest of the United Fruit Company. In June 1894

82 Simon Bolivar, quoted in Lemaitre: El Tansito Del Canal del Dique: El Canal del Dique y sus peripecias, in
Caminos Reales de Colombia.
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the train line was inaugurated but the work did not completely satisfy the users since due to

the hill of Turbaco the cost of its use was considerably high. In addition the train line had

damaged the navigability of the Canal del Dique since it had a revolving bridge that rested on

a pivot anchored in the middle of the Canal which narrowed the width of it by 50% making

difficult the passage of the vessels. This meant that neither the water nor the land transport

was completely fulfilling the needs of connectivity of the traders of Cartagena through the

Magdalena River with the inner country, ultimately bringing ruin to almost all the city.

The difficult history of the Canal del Dique continues in the XX century with an

awakening of the national interest in it due to the inauguration of the Panama Canal in 1914.

The Republic of Colombia prepared the law 130 of 1915 forming the Board for Cleansing and

Channelling of the Canal del Dique which had the duty of the complete rehabilitation of it

with a monthly national payment of 10.000 pesos. The Board bought a drag that was used in

the Panama Canal and contracted the same company which had operated it, The Foundation

Company, which started to work in 1922 but due to the great economic depression of the

1930´s the contract was suspended; fortunately many improvements to the Canal were

previously achieved. In 1934 a big advancement in the Canal was performed by using the

equipment and workers that were working in improving the Cartagena pier; the connection of

the Canal del Dique with the Cartagena bay was made direct avoiding the difficult passage

through the Barbacoas bay by connecting it with a direct cut by Pasacaballos.

View from the mouth of the Canal del Dique in Pasacaballos to the Cartagena Bay. Photo Juliana
Brugman.
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View from the mouth of the Canal del Dique in Pasacaballos to the Canal del Dique. Photo Juliana
Brugman.

After this last work in the 1930's until the 1950's only studies were performed for the

improvement of the navigability of the Canal del Dique. Due to the modernization of

navigation techniques and the need of adapting the Magdalena River to the now motorized

ships by 1952 a new contract was signed with the North American firm The Standard

Dredging Co. and it was successfully completed having positive outcome: it reduced the

number of curves from 270 to 93 with a radius of 500 meters. Then the national government

created the Board of Conservation of the Canal del Dique giving them also a dredge and the

responsibility of keeping the navigability of it as well as commissioning the dismantlement of

the railroad between Cartagena and the Magdalena River. Until the 1980's the navigability of

the Canal del Dique was kept in regular conditions until 1982 when a new contract was sign

with the North American firm Layne Dredging Company who made a new modernization of

the Canal reducing the number of curves from 93 to 45 with a radius of 1000 meters

increasing also the depth of the Canal. These improvements to the navigability had as a

consequence also the increase of sedimentation in the Canal which has ultimately damaged

the ecology of the Cartagena bay and has been an active influence in the overflow of the

Canal del Dique83.  After this last modernization, the first break that the Canal del Dique

suffered occurred the 30th of November 1984 in the road between Calamar and Santa Lucía

83 El Tansito Del Canal del Dique: El Canal del Dique y sus peripecias, Eduardo Lemaitre in Caminos Reales
de Colombia 2010
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more precisely in the Km 7; an incredible coincidence that exactly 16 years later another

break would be suffered in the same road. The conclusions of the analysis of the break of

1984 made by the Laboratory of Hydraulic essays of the Direction of Navigability and Ports

of the Ministry of Public Works and Transport were that the causes of the break were the high

level and thus pressure of the water of the river and the low quality of construction of the road

where previous water filtrations where suffered84.

The Layne Dredging Company was the last company responsible for a modernization

of the Canal, what has followed in the last almost 20 years is a continuation of studies with

recommendations and offers of interventions. From 1997 to 1999 a study from the USA Army

Corps of Engineers and the Universidad del Norte was performed and had as conclusion a

recommended structure of control with locks parallel to Calamar, in 2000 the Government of

Holland also performed a study and offered the same solution as well as the Rhone French

National Company in 2007. In 2008 the Universidad Nacional proposes after a study three

narrowings of 16 Km but in 2010 the study of Moffat & Niccol concludes that the narrowings

are not constructible due to the swampy soils85.

5.3 Chapter conclusions

The Magdalena River and the Canal del Dique have been an objective of the discourse of

many governments of Colombia since its independence from Spain; the communication they

offer through the Colombian territory makes them an important objective for the economical

development of the country. The inefficient governmentality tactics86 in the Canal del Dique

have been defined by the interests of the Colombian state in being part of the globalizing

process through a capitalization of nature87, so the projects that have been designed and

partially executed for the navigability of the Canal del Dique in order to transport exportable

exploited natural resources have been in their wide majority unsuccessful, hardly criticized,

and uncompleted. This chapter has also shown the dependency of Colombia in the scientific

knowledge and planning techniques coming from the 'North', a much criticized point by

Escobar (1995) when aiming at an appropriate post development; also according to Foucault

(1971) truth production through a scientific discourse is an important part of political

84 Analisis del Rompimiento del Canal del Dique en Diciembre de 1984 a La Altura del Km 7. Laboratorio de
Ensayos Hidráulicos, Ministerio de Obras Publicas y Transporte, Dirección de Navegación y Puertos, May 1985.
85 Mitos y Realidades del Canal del Dique. Presentation of Jose Vicente Mogollon in II Jornadas Internacionales
de Puertos, Cartagena 2011.
86 Foucault 1978. In Seguridad, territorio, población,  2007.
87 Escobar 1995.
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economy thus it can be said that the political economy in Colombia was proven to be

colonized with the development discourse. The chapter has shown that the focus of the

government has been towards an economic development influenced by a promotion of

globalization; as a consequence, these political techniques which aim at the medium have not

seek the essential task of the government of an appropriate interference of the natural

environment with the human species88 since the projects do not take full consideration of the

consequences that they could have for the populations on the banks of the Canal like Santa

Lucia and in addition they have been poorly executed. But the promotion of the importance of

the Magdalena River continuous to be one of the key themes in political discourses, the

current government of President Juan Manuel Santos within the 'Acuerdo para la Prosperidad

número 64'89 has as objective developing the river in the most important freeway connecting

the country with an investment of $600.000 million pesos. The success of the promotion of an

adequate management of the Magdalena River has to be evaluated in the future if a conclusion

of the project will be achieved.

88 Foucault 1978. In Seguridad, territorio, población 2007.
89 'Al río Magdalena le llegó la hora': Ministro de Transporte. Accessed June 6, 2012 in
http://mintransporte.gov.co/publicaciones.php?id=761.
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-6-

Santa Lucía: Chronicles of a Death Foretold

6.1 A physical explanation

Between April 2010 and June 2011 the 'La Niña' phenomenon was experienced throughout

the Colombian territory. 'La Niña' which results from the cooling of the Tropical Pacific

Ocean waters located by the coasts of Perú, Ecuador and south of Colombia 90  is a

countercyclical phenomenon to 'El Niño' which results from the heating of the Pacific waters;

'La Niña' causes an increase in the intensity of the rains the contrary effect of 'El Niño' which

causes strong dry seasons. In 2010-2011 'La Niña' was an unwelcome guest in the Colombian

territory causing 'the worst natural disaster that the country has ever experienced' as the

President of Colombia Juan Manuel Santos declared91. The unusual intensity of the 'Niña' is

believed to be an effect of global climate change92; in 2010 precipitation levels reached a

170% above normal levels. Official ciphers state that from April 2010 until June 2011 what

has been termed the 'Winter Wave' left a total of 3.893.087 affected persons, 448 deaths, 73

unfound persons, 524 injured, 12.908 destroyed households, 2.277 affected schools,

1.080.000 hectares of agricultural land overflowed and the country in a state of social,

economical and ecological emergency93. Due to the intensity of the rains of the Winter Wave

the level of height of the Magdalena River was the highest ever recorded aprox. 9,5 meters

with a caudal of 18.242 cubic meters per second in the San Pedrito Station of the IDEAM in

November 201094.

The afternoon of the 30th of November 2010 the pressure exercised by the strong

caudal of the river caused a failure of the structure of the Canal del Dique in the road between

Calamar and Santa Lucia resulting in the flooding of a large territory affecting the

municipalities of Campo de la Cruz, Candelaria, Manatí, Repelón, Luruaco, Suan,

Sabanalarga and Santa Lucía. Official ciphers state that 35.176 hectares were overflowed a

10,4% of the department of Atlántico, leaving 175.609 people affected of which 8.681 from

Santa Lucía95. This has been the second structural failure of the Canal del Dique in the same

place; the first one happened the 30th of November 1984. What the media and government

90 IDEAM 2011.
91 Juan Manuel Santos quoted in: Colombia: "la peor tragedia natural de su historia" in observadorglobal.com
92 IDEAM 2011.
93 Colombia Humanitaria. Web accessed:
http://www.colombiahumanitaria.gov.co/Cifras/Ficha%20Ola%20Invernal/FichaOlaInvernal_110511.pdf
94 IDEAM 2010.
95 Sanchez Jabbah 2011.
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officials state as the possible cause of the structural failure is the existence of hoses that ran

from the Dique through the road to the farms serving their irrigation system96. This hypothesis

has not been proven, but what Professor Alfonso Arrieta Pastrana from the Hidraulic Institute

of the Universidad de Cartagena argues is that the problem of the flooding in Santa Lucía has

a much wider cause:

In Santa Lucía what happens is that an area very close to it that was previously a wetland

was dried in order to be used as an agricultural field, and the level of this area is lower than

the Canal del Dique, and the Canal is a system made with the same sediments from the Canal

and these materials are crumbly materials that the water can easily wash them away, and

some say that there was a hose and that there was the place where the structure failed, but

anyway if this is closed the system could fail in another part of the Canal, because the

materials of the Canal are crumbly materials used to a slow system the system can fail

anywhere in any given moment, and since the area is lower than the Canal it gets easily

flooded. Cartagena February 24 2012.

The drying of wetlands not only causes a conflict of interest between fishermen and

farmers97 but increments the risk of flooding. Wetlands and reforestation on the banks of the

rivers, in this case of the Canal del Dique and the Magdalena River, serve an important task as

storage of rain; water stays there and slowly travels to the river helping to keep the caudal of

the river in lower levels98. The 75% of the Magdalena River basin, 180.000 km299, which is

deforested, the persistent drying of wetlands and the weak materials from which the Canal del

Dique is made are factors that increment the risk of flooding; but also the bad use given to the

road between Santa Lucía and Calamar could have speeded up this calamity detonated by the

abnormally strong 'Niña' phenomena. The major of Santa Lucía Teodomiro Ariza declared

that the road between Santa Lucía and Calamar 'is made for a specific weight of 20 tons, but

when the oriental road is blocked the trucks use this road and these trucks weight between 50

and 60 tons causing a debilitation of the road that is not made for that weight' Interview with

Mayor of Santa Lucia Teodomiro Ariza. Barranquilla 10 February 2012.

96 Interview with major of Santa Lucía Teodomiro Ariza Barranquilla 10 February 2012. Statement in IDEAM
website January 2011.
97 This conflict will be further discussed in chapter 5 theme of African Palm Oil.
98 Interview with Professor Alfonso Arrieta Pastrana. Cartagena 24 February 2012.
99 Cámara de Comercio de Santa Marta Colombia. Web accessed:
http://www.ccsm.org.co/info_insti/inf_depto/ii_inf_gral_dpto_asgeo_ma.php
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Thus a combination of physical factors caused a tragedy lived by the population of Santa

Lucía and the neighbour towns who watched for 55 days how the water continued to damaged

their territories until the final closing of the structural failure was achieved on January 26th

2011.

Map signaling the rupture (Boquete) and the flooded area (in gray). In Sanchez Jabba 2011.

'Boquete' structural failure in the Canal del Dique. Photo: zonazero.com.
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Waiting for the water to stop running. Photo: elheraldo.com.

Santa Lucía under water. Photo: elheraldo.com.
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6.2 Inefficient projects in the Canal del Dique

The Canal del Dique has been the object of different governmental projects aiming at its

navigability but ignoring the consequences that they could have for the populations on the

banks of the Canal like Santa Lucia, as is exposed in the interview with Professor Alfonso

Arrieta Pastrana from the Hidraulic Institute of the Universidad de Cartagena who worked as

inspector in the project 'Consorcio Canal del Dique100' which was suspended after its first

phase:

And the projects that have been done in the Canal del Dique have been of dragging for the

navigability, but have been problems as the one in Santa Lucía taken into consideration?

Yes, almost all have as objective the navigability but no, that was not considered

But why if it is known that the walls of the Canal are crumbling so to say..

Because maybe not all planners take everything into account, yes, maybe because of the

disciplinary vision, is probable that one person executes planning with a bias, others with

others, some see some things and some see others, maybe those who work in the economic

area see the economic those in transport the transport, that is why this type of problems have

to be integral and sometimes this is lacking, I think that this is a planning model that has not

been integral and has not taken into consideration the risk factors, the economical and

productive sectors are the ones that are looked at, and maybe that is where the flaw is.

I have been studying and looking at the different studies that have been done over the Canal

del Dique, from the Universidad Nacional, from the Universidad del Atlantico, but what is

stopping the execution of a project that really works and solves the problems of the Canal?

What happens is that our problem is that we do everything mediatic, so there is a lot of

information but information that is not consistent in space and in time, the information is

taken when there is a contract that can last one year, six months, three months, two months,

so during that time samples are taken and analyzed, then there is another contract with

another administration with other objectives and so other data is taken, and when one

searches you have fifty studies, but fifty studies with different contractual conditions, so its

very difficult to have conclusions because the measurement parameters are not the same, they

have all changed through time, and the Canal also changes through time, within the year and

also during the day, so if it is not continuously monitored you monitor one event once, and

don't have the chance of repeating it, so if you do not have a history, these events are of long

100 The project Consorcio Canal del Dique is currently under investigation by the Colombian controllership
(Contraloría Generál de la Nación).
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periods that can happen every 200 years in average, so if you don't have a recorded history

its very hard to know

But when the studies are performed, why is it so difficult the execution of the project?

Because there is not the certainty that the project will work, because sometimes these projects

are done with ideas, and there are also projects very repetitive that one knows what will

happen, but there are also things that in the laboratory happen in one way, but when done in

a larger scale there are not reproduced in the same way.

But there are projects, I imagine, that there is always that type of doubt but they are anyway

executed, so what is missing? Risking doing the project?

No, what is missing is a continuous planning and execution of projects, a continuity, learning

doing and correcting, learning doing and correcting, is that we don't have a sequence learn

and correct the mistake and do it again,

And why is this not done?

For lack of culture, for trying to make everything mediatic, and not everything is mediatic.

(Professor Alfonso Arrieta Pastrana, Cartagena Colombia, February 24th 2012)

The performativity 101  of these projects proves to be an unsuccessful and inefficient

completion of the discursive language of the government. An argued lack of effective

planning due to a discontinuity by Professor Alfonso Arrieta is complemented by the opinion

of major of Santa Lucía Teodomiro Ariza who explained:

I argue that the floods that occur in the southern cone of the department of Atlantico are a

business for the government, is a business, its like the fight between the guerrilla and the

government, they know where the guerrilla is but they don't annihilate them totally, and that

is the government with what happens with the southern cone they know that the problematic is

the evacuation of the river and the evacuation of the sediment in the Canal del Dique, but they

do not do it, and every year we have the same problem, every year the same problem so they

can declare emergency and declare anything that can full the pockets of some, so this has

become a business, I argued it as a business that the government has. (Major Teodomiro

Ariza, Barranquilla Colombia, February 10 2012)

101 Performativity "the reiterative and citational practice through which discourse produces the effects that it
names". Judith Butler 1993 in Muller 2008.
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In addition projects in the Canal del Dique have been proven to be damaging to the economy

of the locals:

The dredging affected the agriculture, all the bank of the Canal del Dique was a beach and

the Dique would overflow and dry, and all that land was fertile for agriculture, cassava

pumpkin, watermelon, corn, the dredging lifted all that washed sand and putted on the beach

and that is no fertile, there grass grows after 10 years, and that spoiled all the bank of the

Canal del Dique from Calamar to Cartagena, that before it was for agriculture, in Suan when

the Canal overflowed we would be so happy when the water would come in and go out, before

there was fish and agriculture, now everything is over, there is no fish or agriculture (Talking

with an old man in the square of Santa Lucía, 2 May 2011).

Accordingly, the different projects which have been executed aiming the navigability

of the Canal del Dique prove a neoliberal instrumentation of the natural resources towards an

expansion of capital investment through a continuous development of inadequate

governmental technologies which do not focus on the wellbeing of the population. Also these

strategies have opened a window for a continuous State Cooptation since millions of pesos

have been invested in projects which seem to be formulated in order to not be concluded and

which result in an opening of spaces for tragic situations as the one lived by Santa Lucía in

2010. Furthermore, planning strategies in Colombia regarding risk management have been

previously guided by an 'emergency spirit' aiming to cure a harm already inflicted says Diana

Londoño from Unidad Nacional de Gestión de Riesgo de Desastres (National Unit for Risk

and Disaster Management) (The Hague, March 2011); after the 'winter wave' 2010-2011 this

approach has changed, the National Unit for Risk and Disaster Management was created by

the administration of President Santos, and the Law 1523 was put into rule since April 2012

which has redesigned the national system of response to emergency and management of risk.

6.3 Institutional responses to the tragedy

The 30th of November 2010 the first to arrive to the 'boquete' where the police forces of Santa

Lucía and Suan accompanied by population from the towns who unsuccessfully tried to seal

the 'boquete' with bags filled with sand. The first town to overflow was Campo de la Cruz,

then Manatí and Santa Lucía. The following days the population, the police force, the civil

defence, the priest and authorities of the town hall of Santa Lucía tried to understand what

was happening. After three days the then governor of the department of Atlantico Eduardo
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Verano (2008-2011) arrived with the first humanitarian help and machinery to start the

buffering works. A commission of engineers from the U.S. Army and the North American

firm CDM, experts in emergency management visited the area and gave advice for the control

of the situation. The President of Colombia Juan Manuel Santos, the Minister of Transport

Germán Cardona Gutierrez and the Minister of Agriculture Juan Camilo Restrepo also visited

the area; Restrepo after an over flight of the flooded territory announced the cancellation of

the debts to the Agricultural Bank of the affected farmers and ranchers102. It is also important

to mention the work of non governmental organizations and civil society individuals who

responded to the tragedy supporting and aiding the population of Santa Lucía during the

emergency period; these organizations were the Colombian Red Cross, Mercy Corps, US Aid,

Dioceses of Montelibano and Caritas Barranquilla.

To address the 'Winter Wave' $ 7.105.715.701.575 pesos were destined through

Colombia Humanitaria103 and the National Fund for Calamities for all the national territory,

these funds were to be executed following the strategy: humanitarian help, reconstruction and

rehabilitation104.  The 'plan of action' that then administration of the department of Atlántico

under the leadership of the then governor Eduardo Verano de la Rosa named 'Nueva Sur' that

had as a slogan 'nothing will be the same, everything will be better' counted with a budget of

$261.717 million pesos until June 2011 that aim to benefit the victims of the tragedy. The

management of the resources included different entities since these resources are divided in

different components: education, health, infrastructure, housing and economic activities that

are targeted in order to alleviate the emergency (see table); also an important aspect of the

'Nueva Sur' was the relocation of houses situated in areas of risk.

Department of Atlántico Budget division until June 2011
Component Entity Amount approved (Col Pesos) Executing entity
Direction of Risk Management
(Dirección de Gestión de
Riesgo)

8.419.468.831 Direction of Risk Management

Colombia Humanitaria 151.521.231.194 Department and Municipalities

Housing MAVDT 4.113.000.000 MAVDT
Departamental Water Plan 30.610.539.319 Department and Municipalities

Roads 28.016.000.000 Invías and Department

102 Recorrido grafico de un boquete que se convirtió en pesadilla. Web accessed:
http://www.elheraldo.co/local/recorrido-grafico-por-un-boquete-que-se-convirtio-en-pesadilla
103 Colombia Humanitaria is a campaign created by the government of President Santos in response to the
'Winter Wave'; its main task is the administration of resources in order to facilitate the assistance to the affected
population. Web accessed http://www.colombiahumanitaria.gov.co/Paginas/QueesColombiaHumanitaria.aspx
104 La emergencia en cifras. Web accessed: http://www.colombiahumanitaria.gov.co/Cifras/Paginas/Cifras.aspx
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Ministry of Agriculture 284.000.000 Finagro

Ministry of Education 22.318.000.000 Ministry of Education

Ministry of Social Protection 13.414.077.967 Ministry of Health

ICBF 2.429.000.000 ICBF

Social Action (Accion Social) 592.000.000 Social Action (Accion Social)

Total 261.717.317.311

 Source: Sanchez Jabba 2011.

An important aspect that should be taken into consideration is the irregularities that the

Comptrollership of Colombia has detected in contracts whose aim is to attend the 'Winter

Wave' specially in a slow execution of the evacuation of water in flooded areas105; as it has

been in the agricultural area of Santa Lucía which by February 2012 was still under water.

The resources from Colombia Humanitaria administered by the Department and the

Municipalities were destined to cover the humanitarian help which is the first aspect in the

government's strategy reaction to the tragedy and the first institutional help received by the

population. It included food kits, hygiene kits, accommodation arrangement in shelters,

money for rent, reparation of houses and reparation, mitigation, and prevention of major

harms; in Santa Lucía the operators in charge of this component were Comfamiliar Atlántico,

Combarranquilla and the Fundación Santo Domingo. Official ciphers state that until august

2011 126.211 food kits and 27.650 hygiene kits were delivered, 8.272 families benefited from

rent aid and 719 of the 1.882 affected houses were repaired106; but when interviewing the

current major of Santa Lucía and inhabitants of the town another side of the story can be

heard.

6.4 Hearing the voices of Santa Lucía

Many inhabitants complained about the excessive bureaucracy for receiving the kits specially

since for some time they had to be picked up in Barranquilla where many persons from Santa

Lucía were displaced after the tragedy, but Barranquilla is located more than one hour away

from Santa Lucía meaning that if the receiver was so poor that had to stay in Santa Lucia he

or she would had to pay for transportation and since the vast majority could not afford that

105 Contraloria nuevas irregularidades en contratos para atender la ola invernal. Web accessed:
http://www.rcnradio.com/node/115940
106 Sanchez Jabba 2011.
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cost many kits were lost107. Also the current major of Santa Lucía Teodomiro Ariza declared

that he has reported to the secretary of the governor of the department of Atlántico how

Fundación Santo Domingo is not complying with their responsibilities since after the analysis

done to each house they are not providing the compromised help that each structure needs,

which is the task they are contracted to perform. Furthermore, when asking about the

relocation of families whose houses are situated in areas of flood risk which was an important

part of 'Nueva Sur', major Ariza stated that he believed that plan to be a 'crazy idea' since the

administration of the department of Atlántico had as a plan unite into a 'mega city' the

municipalities of Campo de la Cruz, Candelaria, Manatí and Santa Lucía which in Ariza's

opinion would cause further problems to the department of Atlántico, thus luckily or

unluckily for the owners of these houses the project was never concluded or even started to

materialize108.

What Santa Lucía had to live the 30th of November 2010 and the days that followed

was not easy, the fear and sadness to see how the water took everything away can not be

illustrated by numbers. Through semi structured interviews to individuals and to groups of

young citizens when visiting Santa Lucía I could get a glimpse of what they have been going

through since the tragedy. Santa Lucía was a poor town before the inundation, walking down

the streets one can see how not all the houses have an appropriate structure, the streets

unpaved and dirty have a melancholic sense of abandonment that travels around them. Sadly

everyone I talked to gave me a sense of hopelessness, as if they did not believe that their

future in Santa Lucía could be a bright one.

After the flood many inhabitants forcedly displaced left to shelters in close towns

some left to Barranquilla and some even to Venezuela leaving everything behind, many have

not come back and probably will not. The people that had not money to travel stayed sleeping

by the road in horrible conditions until May when the town was 'dry' enough to go back; 'the

rain did not stopped we did not have light, it was full of snakes, mosquitoes, toads, it was cold,

people cried' (Young man, Santa Lucía February 11 2012). Before that the first aid arrived

with tents and 'kits' people where sleeping under plastic bags and using the river's water for

hygiene 'if a dog died we had to throw him to the river, and from that same water we had to

drink, it was horrible' a young man from Santa Lucía stated (Young man, Santa Lucía

February 11 2012). Fortunately the risk of epidemics was promptly fought with a health

107 Open interview with women in the waiting area of Santa Lucía's town hall waiting to interview the then major
of Santa Lucia Osvaldo Santana. Santa Lucía 2 May 2011.
108 Interview with major of Santa Lucía Teodomiro Ariza. Barranquilla 10 February 2012.
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brigade, but the psychological trauma for some has not been easy to overcome 'some old

people cry when they remember or when they see something on tv over the tragedy, there has

been some old people that have also died from the pain this situation caused them' a young

girl said (Young girl, Santa Lucía February 11 2012). When asking how they felt the state

authorities during the tragedy a mix of answers was given, the police and the army where

working every day 'shoulder to shoulder' with the population; but the then governor of the

Atlántico Eduardo Verano 'he came to the critic points allowed himself to be seen by the

media and then left' (Young boy, Santa Lucía February 11 2012) and the then major of Santa

Lucía Osvaldo Santana left to Barranquilla leaving the town as a captain who abandons his

sinking ship. Ex major Santana who was removed from his position and disabled for 16 years

due to cost overruns in a public contract signed before the tragedy for the adequacy and

expansion of the municipal offices has been the target of wide criticism from the population

of Santa Lucía. The despair caused by a lack of a local authority able to handle the emergency

situation could be traced in the words of an elder from the town:

'The major doesn't do his work, he doesn't know how to do a census, I know all the houses

here, but if there are 1.000 houses they write down 3.000 and they have damaged us all; the

consequences of some sinners are paid by all the needed'.(Old man in Santa Lucía's square,

May 2 2011).

But the criticism of this elder is not only towards the ex major; he also sees with disapproval

the behaviour of some of his co-citizens:

'Is the hunger, the necessity, but I am ashamed when people like you come and you get

attacked, people come here just normal people that come to help, they bring groceries lets say

for 100 people and that is not enough for everyone, and the people start to fight, I am

ashamed but is the necessity, here we have no money, the governors have the money, but they

do not know how to function, so the money does not arrive to us, so the major is useless, that

is why he goes around with bodyguard… and that is what the laws are for, they make the laws

and then do not fulfil the law, here there is no law' (Old man in Santa Lucía's square, May 2

2011).
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Many lost everything they had; if the water did not wash it away it was stolen. The

large number of cattle that drowned and the agricultural fields that are still under water109 plus

the selling of the cattle that did not drowned at a much lower price than what is worth, a cow

that has a commercial price of $850.000 Colombian pesos was sold for $200.000 or $300.000,

meant a further deterioration of the economy of the population in Santa Lucía that has

historically been an agricultural town. The flood took away the population's resources for

change and consequently incremented the unemployment level of the town. The

disappointment in the voices of the youth of Santa Lucía is clear:

'Farmers have received aid from the government, but its more than 5 months that they don't

receive anything and the fields are still full of water, they can't do anything, so you see them

hanging around their houses without anything to do' a girl said, (Young girl, Santa Lucía

February 11 2012) 'is that here everything is like that they give but everything is incomplete,

the foodkits the money for the rent' a young man added (Young man, Santa Lucía February 11

2012). 'I was studying to be a nurse but since the flood drowned all my mother's cattle there is

no more money for paying my school' concluded sadly a girl (Young girl, Santa Lucía 11

February 2012).

The water also affected greatly the structure of the 3 schools of Santa Lucia and they

are still under bad conditions lacking desks, chairs and even roofs. Students were able to go

back to school only until May 2011 and some are still taking classes in tents influencing in a

negative way the quality of the education received. For the young citizens of Santa Lucia the

lack of education opportunities is a problem that affects their present and their future and

which needs to be solved in order to initiate a process of growth and town development.

When asking a group of young citizens what did they see as lacking in their town, what they

believed they needed, the answer was education; but also structures as a hospital and parks

where children would be able to play, but what they see as the must urgent need is that a

solution to the overflow from the Canal del Dique and the drainage of water from the

agricultural fields.

6.5 Chapter conclusions

We leave this part of the research with the words from the citizens of Santa Lucía. Since the

research question of this thesis is to understand the reasons for a lack of post development in

109 1.855 households from Santa Lucía reported lost of cattle and 689 lost of crops. Sanchez Jabbah 2011.
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Santa Lucía, it was essential to understand what the people from Santa Lucía who are the ones

that live the every day life of the town want: what is their vision of a solution to their

problems, what are they lacking in their daily life110?. This post-development perspective is a

way to unite with a revolutionary process towards well being and against power, a revolution

which is borne from the people and which follows their defined targets111. In Santa Lucía

when looking for an answer what could be found is that the population aims at a completion

of their basic rights and capabilities112. Apart from solving the immediate problems caused by

the overflow of the Canal del Dique, citizens from Santa Lucía want education, what

Nussbaum (2000) terms 'senses, imagination, and though' one of the pillars of her list of ten

capabilities; parks where children could play was also mentioned by the citizens, which links

once again to Nussbaum and her listed capability 'play'. What the citizens of Santa Lucia want

is a completion of the very basic level of capabilities and it is reasonable to think that

achieving this would allow them to elaborate an own strategy for sustainable development.

What could be felt when visiting Santa Lucía and analyzed after is the high level of

scarcity113 in which the town is, not only due to the significant amount of bad luck that it had

with the overflow of the Canal del Dique, but also due to the lack of moral standards and high

level of greed that political leaders as the now ex major of Santa Lucía Santana have had. This

shows how in Santa Lucía is not followed what is the standard final aim of an appropriate

government governmentality, that is to improve the situation of the population by insuring the

development of their essential processes114 thus by granting capabilities115 that would allow

each individual to arrive to an appropriate level of well being. The social practices that

complete discourses influencing Santa Lucia have not been proven to be successful leaving

behind mere text and narrative 116 ; this can be seen in the lack of proper execution of

humanitarian help by operators as Fundación Santo Domingo which ultimately questions the

effectiveness of this road of action. Thus Santa Lucía has not arrived to an entrepreneurial

stance of urban governance; it has to still complete a managerial stance117 that focuses in the

completion of services and capabilities in order to be able to put forward a post development

strategy.

110 Escobar 1995.
111 Deleuze. Deleuze and Foucault 1972.
112 Nussbaum 2000.
113 Foucault 1978.
114 Foucault 1978.
115 Nussbaum 2000.
116 Butler 1993 in Muller 2008.
117 Harvey 1989.
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What the population of Santa Lucía has suffered is the consequences of the mediation

of the state in a capitalization of nature118 as the drying of wetlands for agricultural fields and

the deforestation of the bank of the Magdalena River have been. The capitalization of nature

within an instrumental neoliberal perspective can also be seen in the reason of development of

the Canal del Dique thought as a road for an easier transportation of extracted privatized

exportable natural resources; its poorly executed projects have aimed at its adjustment for a

better navigability in order to facilitate transportation, or for the control of the sediments that

flow to the Cartagena bay that if not controlled would damaged the capability of the port

because of a lack of depth within the bay. Thus projects executed in the Canal del Dique

ignore a social dimension but aim at an increase of capital and at an extension of the

globalization net.

In this part of the thesis we have seen how the political economy discourse of the

Canal del Dique is based on the scientific knowledge produced by institutions as

Cormagdalena, a regional development corporation set up following planning models of

industrialized countries, and backed up by local university and international agencies research.

The globalizing economic benefits of the Canal del Dique are historically promoted,

constantly publicized in the media 119  and used in political discourses 120  where labels,

categories, concepts and descriptions are provided in order to have an access to resources121

for its maintenance. Consequently the managerial attitude towards the Canal del Dique and

the Magdalena River has always targeted them as a technique to improve the economy, to be

optimized and used as highway for globalization and has constantly ignored the social factors

they influence.

Theoretically, the government system should acquire knowledge of the true reality of

the state in order to maintain the development of the state force which should be the well

being of its population122. Therefore the state should understand the reality of its people in

order to achieve cosmopolitan principles of well being; but it has been proven that

cosmopolitan principles are hardly part of the theoretical and concrete world of current

politicians 123  including those that have influenced the current status of Santa Lucía.

Cosmopolitan right signifies the faculty of express one self throughout political

118 Escobar 1995.
119 See for example: El Veradero y el Canal del Dique, April 13 2012 in eluniversal.com.co
120 See for example: Palabras del Presidente Juan Manuel Santos en el IV Foro de la Altillanura Colombiana in
http://wsp.presidencia.gov.co.
121 Following a deconstruction of a 'political economy' of truth by Foucault 1978.
122 Foucault 1978.
123 Held 2002.
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communities124, but in order to arrive to this fruitful dialogue the people of Santa Lucía need

firstly their basic capabilities met and I argue that this has to come from their government and

not as a result of international aid. Proves of cosmopolitan actions arrived to Santa Lucía in

the form of much needed emergency aid from international organizations already mentioned

above; but these momentary cosmopolitan acts have to be followed by an international

exigency to the Colombian state of a completion of basic rights and capabilities of its citizens.

The material conditions for a cosmopolitan post-development are provided by contemporary

transnationalism 125  but they have to be put forward and strengthened by national

governmentalities or they risk being seeds without sprouts.

The overflow of the Canal del Dique in Santa Lucía has opened a door to understand

the reasons of its difficulty in achieving a sustainable post-development. Having a clear vision

of its local culture, current history, the net of relations between population, territory, and

wealth ruled by government policy techniques, and its links to regional, national, and

international political economy126 will complete an understanding of its underdevelopment in

a more complete manner. Therefore the deconstruction of Santa Lucía's underdevelopment

will be further analyzed in the next chapters by continuing to follow the previous lines of

thought.

The luggage of forced displacement; the consequences of the overflow of the Canal del Dique. On the
road to Santa Lucía. Foto: Juliana Brugman.

124 Held 2002.
125 Cheah 1998.
126 Foucault 1978.
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-7-

Rotten Apples in a Golden Fruit Basket

The Current stories about Political abandonment, lies, the chameleon of corruption, war
(on) drugs, the effect of illegal armed groups in people's basic rights, injustice, forced
displacement, murder and misplaced money in the Caribbean Region of Colombia.

7.1 Contextualizing

A large area of the Caribbean region127 because of being part of an area of illegal production

and a route for export of drugs and of arm trafficking128 has been victim of the war for its

control by the FARC (Fuerzas Armadas Revolucionaras de Colombia), the ELN (Ejercito de

Liberación Nacional), the ERP (Ejercito Revolucionario del Pueblo) and the AUC

(Autodefensas Unidas de Colombia). Because of being a region of a historical political

abandonment which allows the mobility and communication of crime many human right

violations have been committed in the Caribbean region, including some of the worst

massacres the country has seen. The territory currently mostly under influence by the AUC

but which also suffers the presence of FARC and ELN, has been the witness of the

displacement of more than 676.978 people129 who try to escape violence and death moving to

larger urban areas as Cartagena, Santa Marta, Barranquilla and Valledupar130.

Until 1997 the ELN, and the FARC with fronts 24, 35, and 37 had the control of the

larger part of the Caribbean Region. The ELN and the FARC by the end of 1980's had control

over the department of Cesar kidnapping and forcing displacement of many and trying to

influence through blackmail the department's rich economy of carbon and cotton. In the

department of Magdalena the mountains of the Sierra Nevada de Santa Marta became

strategic and a cause of armed conflict between guerrillas and AUC. The control of this area

was desired because of being convenient for plantations of marihuana and coca, for achieving

control over smuggling, and for being strategic in the armed control of African oil palm,

banana plantations, and mediating the conflicts between campesinos and landlords for water

and land131. Additionally the Sierra Nevada de Santa Marta is surrounded by cattle industries,

127 The Caribbean region of Colombia is located in the northern part of the country limiting with the Caribbean
Sea, it is made up of the departments: Guajira, Magdalena, Cesar, Atlantico, Bolivar, Córdoba, Sucre and San
Andrés Providencia.
128 Ambassador of U.S. in Colombia presentation to Senator Healy's commission in Colombia in a meeting with
displaced women Cartagena February 26 2012. Observatorio/Bolivar: 2007.
129 Los 700 mil desplazados que dejó la guerra en el Caribe, Verdad Abierta, Mayo 31 2010
130 Until may 2011 the government of Colombia registered more than 3,7 million forced internally displaced
people, but ONG's a Consultoria para los Derechos Humanos y el Desplazamiento (CODHES) considers that the
real cipher is more than 5 million people since mid 1980's (Desplazamiento interno en Colombia, ACNUR)
131 Bananas: de Cómo la United Fruit Company Moldeó el Mundo. Peter Chapman
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it borders the oil pipeline that transports crude petroleum towards the Coast, and it is crossed

by the train rail of the carbon company Drummond located between the Cerrejón mines and

the highway which connects the north coast with the centre of the country132. This part of the

Caribbean region because of being between mountains of large vegetation also offers a good

hiding place for AUC and guerrillas, it was in Pivijay Magdalena where AUC leader 'Jorge

40' installed one of its first bases for operations.

The control of the Montes de Maria, only one hour away from Santa Lucia, had been

in the 1990's under guerrilla groups, the FARC was situated in the higher part of the

mountains and the ELN and ERP in the piedmont. This area is rich in gold mines, coca, and

African oil palm plantations and has been also a strategic location to extend control of drug

and arm trafficking133. Towards the east the drug route was by the middle department of

Magdalena (Magdalena Medio) which connects to the north with the department of Santander,

the Sierra Nevada de Santa Marta and the frontier with Venezuela, and towards the west the

mountain range ends in the savannas and mangroves of the Golfo de Morrosquillo,

advantageous for cattle and a perfect hiding place for cocaine before its illegal export134.

Montes de María, view from San Cayetano in the road to Santa Lucía. Foto Juliana Brugman.

132 Observatorio/Sierra Nevada: 2001, pg. 2, in Desde el Corazón de las mujeres, Una estrategia de resistencia
jurídica de la Liga de Mujeres Desplazadas, Guerrero Acevedo
133 Observatorio/Bolivar: 2005 pg. 4, in Desde el Corazón de las mujeres, Una estrategia de resistencia jurídica
de la Liga de Mujeres Desplazadas, Guerrero Acevedo
134 Mujeres y Guerra, Grupo de Memoria Histórica de la comisión nacional de reparación y reconciliación, 2011.
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7.2 The changing hands of war and the same mourning places by the river

By the end of 1990 Salvatore Mancuso and Rodrigo Tovar Pupo, alias 'Jorge 40', organized

the first paramilitary groups of the AUC's Bloque Norte in the Magdalena region. The

strategy used by the AUC to increase control of the territory was through terrorism, murder,

the forced displacement of civilians, the repopulation of the territory with their people, and by

taking the administration of public offices in to their hands135. Since 1998 the AUC's

Subregion of Montes de Maria divided in zones, Map by Julio Cortés in Mujeres y Guerra pg.72.

135 Los 700 mil desplazados que dejó la guerra en el Caribe, Verdad Abierta, Mayo 31 2010
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Bloque Norte with its subgroups intensified its military presence in the area causing an

escalation in the armed confrontation between the different groups and the army, having as a

consequence an increase in massacres and in forced displacement.

Armed actors in Montes de Maria 1990-2003, Desde el corazón de las mujeres pg.66.

The year 2000 is marked by the bloody massacres of the AUC in the Caribbean region that

aimed at terrifying the population conditioning them politically136. The 10th of February the

massacre of the Ciénaga Grande de Santa Marta took place when a group of fifty AUC

soldiers killed eleven people accused of being supporters of the guerrilla having also as a

consequence the forced displacement of two hundred and fifty families from Trojas de Cataja

a town of fishermen in the Cienaga Grande, the area was then under control of AUC

commander 'Jorge 40'. The 18th, 19th, and 20th of February 2000 aiming to exterminate the

presence in the area of front 35 and 37 of the FARC the torture, sexual violence and massacre

of sixty six 66 people took place in the institutionally abandoned town137 of El Salado located

136 Monografia Politico Electoral Departamento de Bolivar 1997- 2007 in y refundaron la patria... De cómo
mafiosos y políticos reconfiguraron el Estado colombiano
137 The town was with out police, the massacre was previously announced by pamphlets thrown from a
helicopter saying 'eat all your chickens and cows, enjoy all you can because you are not going to enjoy never
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in the Montes de Maria. This was done by the AUC's Bloque Norte by orders of commanders

'Jorge 40' and Carlos Castaño Gil and executed under the orders of John Jairo Esquivel, alias

'El Tigre' and Ùber Banquez Martinez, alias 'Juancho Dique'; the forced displacement of the

rest of the village was immediate138.

Other massacres also took place during the violent year of 2000 with particular

intensity in the region of the mountain range Montes de María. The area was under the control

of AUC commanders Edward Tellez, alias 'Diego Vecino' and Rodrigo Mercado Peluffo, alias

'Cadena' through: the Bloque Héroes de los Montes, Bloque San Onofre, the front Canal del

Dique, the Autodefensas de Córdoba y Urabá and the groups Guamo, Zambrano, Calamar,

Magangué and Maria la Baja. The guerrilla groups that the AUC where fighting where the

FARC fronts 35, 36, 37, the ERP Bloque Jaider Jimenez and the ELN front Jaime Bateman

(see map page 42)139.

7.3 Their lives in the hands of those conquering territory

The violent control and use of the Caribbean region by illegal and legal armed groups resulted

in an unsecured, threat full and terrifying environment for its inhabitants. The AUC arrived to

have an institutional rule; they were the health, the police, the transport and the owners of the

terrains. The current major of Santa Lucía Teodomiro Áriza tells how this situation has been

lived by his hometown:

´Well that problem some lets say five or six years ago was a big problem, mostly not with the

guerrilla but with the paramilitary (AUC), there was presence in the area, they where the

ones that ruled and the authorities did absolutely nothing. It was a problem that was

generated and I have always said that the cure was worst than the sickness because they

invented the AUC that became paramilitary, and to say it shortly it has been more damaging

the their actions than those by the guerrilla, there in Santa Lucía there was no guerrilla, there

we suffered a little, not a lot, but a little with the paramilitary, because they had base in the

municipio of Calamar, and they ruled all that area´

So the population did not feel free?

Well, a little inhibited in its freedom but when they formed the army groups of rural soldiers

well then the problem was getting better, until recently that I had news that in Campo de la

again'; it was also announced by military intelligence but nothing was done (Masacre del Salado,
verdadabierta.com).
138 Alias 'El Tigre' reconoce participación en masacre de El Salado, Vanguardia, 30 October 2008
139 Desde el Corazón de las Mujeres, Guerrero et al., pg. 98, 2008.
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Cruz some pamphlets where thrown menacing some people and they say that its some of the

sequels of paramilitary in the area´

And this is managed by the central government; it seems difficult to manage it at a local level

At a local lever is not manageable, this is informed to the pertinent authorities of the

department, I think they already have knowledge of this.´ Interview with major Teodomiro

Ariza, Barranquilla, February 10th 2012.

In some ways the demobilization and reintegration policy of individuals and illegal

armed groups140 has bettered the situation in many areas of the northern region of Colombia

as also the interviews showed, but the base of the paramilitary economies is still located in

these same places which continue to make their influence felt. The control executed by the

AUC had a passive aggressiveness typical of dictatorships or other terrifying armed regimes.

The AUC executed an extreme process of regulation and social control, in many cases using

violence for punishments in even personal situations of the citizens of their controlled

territory. Investigations have proven how the AUC controlled social practices within their

territories of influence transforming and regulating many aspects of social relations. These

could be of public interest as religious celebrations or they could be private as marital fights

or infidelities; everything was judged by the paramilitary's codes and heavy sentences where

executed, from money to sexual violence, public humiliation, and torture141. Even if

Santa Lucía did not suffered extreme cases an interviewed young man in the police station of

Santa Lucía who was doing paper work to become a police candidate answers with clues of

this when I timidly asked him about the times when the AUC where in town:

´Well yes, one was used to going to bed say at nine, and when those guys where here at six

thirty everyone had their door closed, it was not the same, there was a lot of fear... but now it

has changed, there is more tranquillity, you see people walking normally down the street´

Santa Lucía, February 12 2012

140 Since the Peace process that started in 2002 during ex president Uribe´s first presidential term, the dialogue
for peace negotiations with the illegal groups that had achieved the prerequisite of stopping hostilities was
advanced. Between 1 Augustus 2002 and 31 March 2008 46.913 people have demobilized from an illegal armed
group. Between 2003 and 2006 the negotiated demobilization pact between the AUC and the Colombian
government allowed the collective demobilization of 31.671 AUC members (Proceso de Paz con las
autodefensas, Alta Consejeria Presidencial por la Reintegración, webpage accessed March 13 2012).
141Mujeres y Guerra, Grupo de Memoria Histórica de la comisión nacional de reparación y reconciliación, 2011.
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The Canal del Dique has been a silent protagonist of the war by being part of one of

the many drug routes used by the AUC. Alias 'Convivir' who was part of the AUC's group

Heroes of the Montes de Maria told the online media Verdad Abierta142 how the cocaine was

transported through a helicopter from the Nudo de Paramillo (south east of Colombia) to 'El

Palmar'143 a farm robbed by alias 'Cadena' located close to the Canal del Dique and to the

Morrosquillo Gulf. There part of the cocaine was sold to the Jamaican mafia and two tons

where monthly transported by alias 'Juancho Dique' with tank trucks to the Canal del Dique

where it was hidden in boats and smuggled to Central America. But that was not the only use

that the Canal del Dique had, as many rivers of Colombia it was an easy way for the armed

actors to disappear the proof of their cruelty by becoming flowing common graves144.

A spontaneous conversation with the two security agents that the government has

appointed my mother a feminist human rights activist, for her protection after receiving life

threats from the AUC and who accompanied me to Santa Lucía clears more the situation of

the area of the Canal del Dique.

And how were the Canal del Dique and the Magdalena River used?

They were used as common graves, they threw there all the dead to leave no evidence because

at the beginning they massacred who they considered an enemy or guerrilla collaborators

and they massacred 5, 10 or 20, but sooner or later someone would demobilise for what ever

reason and would take the news of this information to the authorities, because that would

represent money for the informant and that stimulated that everyone that would demobilise

additionally of what they would get from the government they would also get something for

giving information about mass graves which would help as proof for the judicialization of

guerrilla or paraco commanders, so they made the decision I can imagine, from then

everyone that they killed they would cut them into pieces and did what they called the

caesarean that was opening them in the middle take away the guts fill them with stones tie

them up and throw them to the water or simply by opening them up the blood would call the

142 'Amenazas e intentos de soborno rondan versiones del Bloque Héroes de los Montes de María', Verdad
Abierta.
143 The El Palmar farm was the location of many assassinations, it counted with installations for breeding
caimans and alligators that by eating bodies of previously tortured victims disappeared evidence. In 2005 the
district attorney office found 72 bodies all of them with signs of torture.  See 'Cadena' Rodrigo Mercado Peluffo
in Verdad Abierta.
144 Rivers throughout Colombian History have been used for disappearing dead bodies. Ríos de Sangre. Montoya
Piedraita in El Colombiano online article.
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animals, uff that was terrible... (Spontaneous talk with bodyguards Mr. E and Mr. D.

Cartagena 16 March 2012)

Body of a man found in the Magdalena River. Foto website Noticias Chicoral.

The control of the AUC in the area of the Canal del Dique was almost total until Uribe's

second presidential term when in addition to the peace dialogues and the law of Peace and

Justice the army started an intense defence of the territory.

Mr. E where did we pass in the road to Santa Lucia?

Turbaco, Arjona, Sincerín, Gambote, El Viso, then we found San Cayetano, the land of the

ñame, from there you can see the Montes de Maria then Calamar and Santa Lucía

And before that road was dangerous?

Previously that road was really dangerous, there was a lot of paraco from Turbaco until

Sincelejo guerrilla and paraco, all of that

...in Uribe's second term the public forces, the police the army the air force they finished it, it

can be said that they appeased the area, so the transit now is opened,

from Magangué?

From Magangue to El Viso, El Viso is a municpality in a place close to Gambote, they closed

the road there and did not let even motos, because the army said that the people could not go

through so the people had to look for a hotel or if they did not have any money for a hotel the

people staid by the road.

And Santa Lucía was in the middle of all this, so it was in communicated at night?

Yes Santa Lucia was then in communicated, and because one bad is a consequence of another

one the paramilitary organized an armed answer to the inactivity of the State; the

paramilitary had a lot of power in that area, lets say that from San Juan to Calamar, but
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obviously the remedy was worst than the sickness and they started to abuse a lot the people,

and they became a bad just like the guerrilla, just the same, but maybe the people

sympathized more with them because apparently where they were there was relative progress,

relative I say because there are areas of the country where they became worst than the FARC,

areas where the FARC and the ELN where really powerful like in the North of Santander and

Ocaña in those municipalities in the north the paramilitary became worst than the guerrilla of

the ELN they extorted and everything. Cartagena de Indias 16 March 2012, spontaneous talk

with bodyguards Mr. E and Mr. D.

City mapping using Google Earth.

7.4 Chapter Conclusions

This chapter aimed to illustrate the influence of the AUC in every aspect of society with its

arbitrary power in order to demonstrate the many difficulties that an attempt to achieve basic

human needs in this area has come across to. The complexity in the overall control of the

territory by the AUC from society's norms to political leaders and the economy, illustrates

some of the difficulties of achieving development in a situation of armed conflict; the
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conquering of land the terrain145 was manipulated through corruption and fear by a direct and

indirect criminal rule of law that aimed at its economic benefit within a wide strategy of a

Captured Reconfiguration of the State.

This chapter has also showed the power that the control of narcotrafficking brings; a

transboundary issue which affects in great proportion the human rights and capabilities of the

population of Colombia and which needs an appropriate transboundary solution 146 . The

illegality of the export of drugs powered by a fruitful wide market illustrates an example of

the unfairness that globalization can bring; a connection between the global and the local 147 is

stabilized when the effects of the free choices of consumption habits148 at the global level are

translated into nightmares for local populations. Therefore if a cosmopolitan philosophy of

commitment to the moral sphere of humanity149 would be put into practice the legalization of

drugs which has been a discussion put in the international table by President Santos150 should

be seriously considered.

Finally, the chapter aimed to prove that elements of violence, crime, and fear influence

the complexity of achieving a post development, elements that Escobar (1995) does not take

into account in his theoretical formulation and which become essential in understanding and

unbreading the underdevelopment of the discussed territory; the paramilitary and the guerrilla

prove to be rotten apples that extend their decay to the remaining fruit basket.

145 Terrain: the economic dimension of a territory, in Elden, Humboldt Lectures 2010/2011.
146 Held 2002.
147 Held 2002.
148 Harvey 1989.
149 Held 2002.
150 Santos y la despenalización de la droga: ¿propuesta sin eco? Semana, Santos celebra disposición de EE.UU.
a discutir sobre drogas en Cumbre de las Américas Semana, Santos no descarta que cobre impuesto si se
legaliza la droga Semana
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The open spaces for corrupt businesses that fear gave away

8.1 An overarching fragility

The rule over territories first by the guerrillas and later by the AUC showed the incapability of

the state to maintain sovereignty over large areas of the country's territory and its spaces. The

state was not only unable to preserve the basic rights of many, the violent actions executed by

the different armed actors affected the lives of civilians, thousands lost their life and forced

displacement became a common denominator. The violent dispossession of land, the Captured

Reconfiguration of the State with the undemocratic and corrupt control of the various political

levels is ultimately moved by big economic interest which puts in evidence the fragility of the

Colombian state in these territories151. The participation of the AUC in political elites also

known as 'parapolitica'152, in economical elites, their association with the military forces of

Colombia, and their organized illegal business of narcotrafficking is widely known and

documented153. In order to understand the difficulties by towns as Santa Lucia to achieve a

proper economic development I believe that it is necessary to illustrate the economic control

of the region by the AUC.

8.2 Losing Royalties

In the Caribbean region the AUC's finances came from a variety of sectors.  The lack of

capacity of the Colombian state to regulate and protect had as a consequence the AUC's

relation with some multinationals. Between 1997 and 2006 Chiquita Brands and Drummond

Company have been proven to have paid big sums of money154 to the paramilitary Bloque

Bananero and Bloque Norte which operated respectively in the zones of banana plantations

and of carbon mines in the Caribbean region of Colombia; in exchange the AUC provided

security from guerrilla attacks and 'normalization' services. Chiquita Brands has been accused

of providing 3000 AK 47 weapons and 2,5 million ammunitions to the paramilitary; and the

Drummond Company has been accused in participating in the assassination of two presidents

151 'The disposession of land is considered a compliment in the strategy of forced displacement, the National
Team of Verification of the Comission of Followment of Public Policy over Forced Displacement, between 1980
and july 2010 the disposession of at least 6,638.195 hectares of land in Colombia took place by violent actions of
the illegal groups', Que es lo que se está consolidando? Consultoría para los Derechos Humanos y el
Desplazamiento.
152 Para entender la para-política, Semana, February 10 2007
153 See Gutierrez 2006, Garzón 2005 and Romero 2003.
154 Proves show that more than 3, 2 million dollars were paid to paramilitary leaders, but the sum is likely to be
higher. Drummond, Chiquita y Paramilitares in La economia de los parmailitares 2011.
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and one vice president of the company's union155. These companies became from victims of

the conflict to being another part in the finances of the AUC thus active actors of the conflict.

In addition to this the administration of the royalties which companies as the Drummond have

paid to the Colombian state has also been controlled by the AUC. The departments where the

exploitation of natural resources takes place or where fluvial and maritime ports for their

transport are located receive royalties from the companies which exploit them. Public and

cooperative administrations have the objective of allowing private contracting with public

money that comes from the royalties.  In these cooperatives the AUC saw an opportunity for

their finances, as for example in Coopsabana where the AUC's Bloque Norte camouflaged the

laundry of money and robbed big sums of royalties since public works which where supposed

to be executed where never completed156.  The territorial aspect and the mechanisms of

control and surveillance of royalties are currently undergoing a reform157, this is due to the

high concentration of economic royalties in some areas of the country which have been the

target of corruption and mishandling158.

The current royalty situation in Santa Lucía is explained by major Ariza:

'Look, because of the Canal del Dique the government gave Santa Lucía what I

consider a charity of the royalties, it is only 330 million pesos, and through the canal boats

transport hydrocarbons and combustible, the Canal del Dique is the fastest artery to arrive to

the port of Cartagena

So do you consider that you have right for more from the boats that have been affecting your

population?

Of course, I think that if the towns by the river side are the must affected by the carbon dust

and maybe a lick of petroleum how is it possible that there are other municipalities that are

far away from the river side that are receiving more money than those close to the river,

because the ones that are suffering damage are the ones close to the river.' Interview with

major Teodomiro Ariza, Barranquilla February 10 2012.

The dissatisfaction of how the royalties of the country are being distributed is clear in the

words of Mr. Ariza but not only that, the difficulties of receiving the royalties was also noted

by him. After the recorded interview we kept on talking and he told me that the royalties

155 Drummond, Chiquita y Paramilitares in La economia de los parmailitares 2011.
156 La economía de los paramilitares. Redes de corrupción, negocios y política. 2011
157 See Ley de regalias 2011
158 La economía de los paramilitares. Redes de corrupción, negocios y política. 2011
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where not given in whole package, written projects had to be presented to the central

government and after their approval access to the funds was granted. This in his opinion made

difficult the access to the royalties and he concluded with a joke saying that he had thought of

building a toll booth by the river for all the boats that passed by, not a bad idea I  may add.

8.3 An un-healthy system

Another system of illegal financing of the AUC affecting directly the Colombian people was

through the cooptation of the health system. In the presidential term of Cesar Gaviria (1990-

1994) with the introduction in 1993 of the Ley cien 100 (law one hundredth 100) by the then

senator Alvaro Uribe Vélez the process of privatization of the National Health System

(Sistema Nacional de Salud) and of the system of Prevention and Social Security (Prevension

y Seguridad Social) started. The process concluded in 2003 during Uribe's first presidential

term when seven States Social Enterprises (Empresas Sociales del Estado) each of them with

a specific territorial jurisdiction replaced the Institute of Social Security (Instituto de los

Seguros Sociales). These reforms to the health system not only achieve its privatization

through opening an opportunity for a new business that poor people can not afford159, also in

the regions dominated by the AUC the health system was highly influenced by their corrupt

control. A big part of the health system's resources came from lottery taxes, an opportunity

that the AUC took for money laundry and for circulation of illicit capital160. By  placing

family members of para-politicians strategically in local administrations, in local institutions

providers of services, and in cooperatives, the health system was robed of millions of pesos

used for financing the war system, for political campaigns, or for own private benefit161.

Even if these situations have been made public, the health system has not significantly

improved for people of lower resources in small towns as Santa Lucia where dissatisfaction

has been actively and even violently expressed by its inhabitants:

159 See what has been termed 'Paseo de la Muerte' the tour of death, situation that many poor people have
suffered, since not having health insurance they transported from hospitals to hospitals looking to be attended
and are finally left to die in the waiting rooms of hospitals or health centres. See for example: Bebe de 5 meses
fue victima de 'paseo de la muerte' desde Florencia a Popayán  July 3 2012 in Florencianos.com
160 Enilse López Romero better known as 'La Gata' was the major regional representative of the lottery in the
Caribbean region and condemned in 2008 for association with paramilitary. See "Hay Gata encerrada", Semana,
September 2 2008.
161 The ex Senator Dieb Maloof of Colombia Vive political party elected to the Congress in 2002 and 2006
condemned for para-politica in 2008 was one of the major exponents of this corruption system. 'Privatización,
paramilitares y políticos: El robo de los recursos de la salud en la costa Caribe'.  Romero, Olaya and Pedraza in
La economía de los paramilitares. Redes de corrupción, negocios y política 2011.
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'I understand that in November there was an attack to the city hall and to the health centre

because an ambulance did not arrive or it was late...

Is that many cases that I would even term ridiculous happen, what happened was that the day

after the elections there was a controversy, since before the inundations the departmental

government said that they would construct a hospital they came to the town and destroyed the

old ESE (Empresa Social del Estado - Social state enterprise) leaving a pond a breeding

ground for mosquitoes, and I even called a news channel and complaint since they destroyed

an installation that provided services and we were left with a problem, we had to rent a home

to function as  a hospital or health centre; when the elections came the day after, I say there

has to be a political component, one patient had a pre heart stroke I think, but when he

arrived at the health centre the first services were provided, but while transporting him to the

municipality of Calamar the patient died, but when coming back from Calmar an angry group,

I believe because of a political component started to become violent, I think they were like

waiting for something like that to happen because they wanted to burn the registry office,  and

that was the catalyst, they went to the ESE and broke it all, later they went to the city hall and

also destroyed it, took the computers and threw them to the Canal del Dique, a complete

disaster, when I came to the office as Major I received nothing completely nothing not

even files, but that was a political group that seeing themselves defeated they made

that decision to act like that, but I told them that they were not hurting me doing that, they

were actually hurting themselves because if someday something happens to a child of them

where could he get the services needed? In Santa Lucia right now it would not be possible.'

Interview with major Teodomiro Ariza, Barranquilla February 10 2012.

Some days after interviewing major Ariza and visiting Santa Lucia I had dinner with

some old high school friends, one of them currently owns some ambulances and rents them in

Cartagena; when learning about his new business and knowing that towns as Santa Lucia are

in need of such services I told him that he should expand his business to such towns.

Disappointed he answered that he would certainly like to do so, but within the health business

(as weird as it sounds) continues to work a big mafia, towns like Santa Lucia do have

ambulances but they exist only on paper. These examples proof one more time how in so

many levels the life of citizens is not considered important by many that work within the

government that instead should be working for the completion of their basic needs. This

shows the lack of commitment and honesty of many public officers and their greed for money

and power.
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A useless ambulance and what is left of Santa Lucia's ESE. Photo Juliana Brugman.

'I am sorry to inform you that you suffer from a deadly sickness. You are poor.' La Salud de los Pobres
by Matador.
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8.4 African oil palm: an excuse of agricultural development for displacing people and

robbing land

The expansion of African oil palm plantations in Colombia has been the consequence of a

variety of factors. It has been part of the process of substitution of illegal plantations with the

support of the Programa de Desarrollo y Paz with funding by FUPAD (Plan Colombia) and

the Programa de Laboratorio de Paz de la Unión Europea (peace laboratory program of the

European Union)162. It has also been part of a project of diversification of export products

supported by state resources channelled by the Fondo de Fomento Palmero (fund for palm

development) and the Fondo para el Financiamiento del Sector Agropecuario (FINAGRO)

(fund agricultural financing) also aiming for an increase of stable employment for

campesinos163. What this ultimately generated not only in the region of the Canal del Dique

but in the many areas where African oil palm plantations are located in Colombia has been an

expropriation of campesinos' land through a variety of techniques. Some of these techniques

are legal as is the questionable figure of usufruct in legal contracts which grants territories for

palm companies for a time period of thirty years164; but palm companies have also been

known for illegal appropriation of land supported by paramilitary groups or even by the

Colombian army165 .

In a conversation with Colombian sociologist and journalist Alfredo Molano Bravo166

in Cartagena de Indias on February 26 2012 he advised me to look at the illegal appropriation

of wetlands in the region of the Canal del Dique by African palm companies for being also a

reason of campesinos forced displacement due to a lack of land for their subsistence

agriculture and lack of wetlands for provision of fish. Following his advice in an interview

made to Gabriel Luna in charge of the Risk Management office of CARDIQUE (Corporación

Autónoma Regional del Canal del Dique, Autonomous Regional Corporation of the Canal del

Dique) I asked:

162 Agrocombustibles: Una vía para el despojo de las tierras y la inseguridad alimentaria de los campesinos del
centro – oriente de Colombia (Sur de Bolívar) Fundación Suiza de Cooperación al desarrollo – Swissaid
Colombia.
163 Palmeros, Poderes de facto y despojo de tierras en el Bajo Atrato. Franco and Restrepo. Empresarios in La
Economia de Los Paramilitares.
164 Like the palm company EMcoagro which has 6.000 hectares in the south of the department of  Bolivar
Agrocombustibles: Una vía para el despojo de las tierras y la inseguridad alimentaria de los campesinos del
centro – oriente de Colombia (Sur de Bolívar) Fundación Suiza de Cooperación al desarrollo Swissaid Colombia
165 Abusos de cultivadores de palma africana en Colombia preocuparon a EE.UU. El Universal April 24 2011
166 Molano was then writing an article for the newspaper 'El Espectador' about African oil Palm plantations and
companies in the region of the Catatumbo 'Paramilitarismo y Palma en el Catatumbo' El Espectador March 3
2012.
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And one question about the wetlands, I understand that some people stop the water of

the river drying the wetlands and using them for cultivations…

Yes, that is correct, that is a conflict that has always existed between farmers and fishermen,

obviously to the fisherman is more useful that there is water but to the farmer is more useful

that there is land to extend the agricultural frontier so what does he do, during low waters

they open canals so that when the inundation comes it deposits big quantities of sediment in

the areas close to the Canal del Dique and then they fill it so they stop being floodable

because the sediment clogs it and by doing this they achieve the enlargement of their terrain

moving their fences in a detriment of the terrain of the nation, because the bodies of water are

property of the nation, because wetlands are property of the nation, and obviously it also is a

detriment for fishermen and the exercise of their activity, this has always been a very a very

complicated conflict to handle, because the first ones that have to look after this are the local

administrations because the territories of the nation are being invaded, it also corresponds to

the environmental authorities the control and vigilance to sanction the deterioration of the

natural environment, but is that the local authorities, the municipalities also have their part of

responsibility, they have to be vigilant to what happens in their territory, not only the

corporations, those are subsidiary functions to many things..

And those farmers are people with money, and power?

Some yes, others no, others not too much because if you look at the structure of land

ownership here in Bolivar it is characterized by many very small parcels of land and where

subsistence food crops are cultivated or sometimes these parcels are rented and they also

cause harm, other times there are big land owners that do that, but the responsibility is

shared, there is everything, small farmers and big farmers, all of them look their personal

benefit in detriment of the common good167

And is it possible that these powerful people are helped by paramiltary or other forces and

that the local authorities are lets say, scared or...

There were cases, lets say cases in the area of Calamar where the appropriation of land was

under the watch of dark powers, obviously in detriment of small farmers, but fortunately those

times are passing, and because of this it is important for this government the restitution of

land

167 The legal act 2663 of 2994 states that these wetlands because of being property of the nation can
only be adjudicated to campesinos for crops of self subsistence and for fishermen of low resources. In
Agrocombustibles: Una vía para el despojo de las tierras y la inseguridad alimentaria de los campesinos del
centro – oriente de Colombia (Sur de Bolívar) Fundación Suiza de Cooperación al desarrollo Swissaid Colombia
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But now the problem with the restitution of land is that there are already some armed groups

that are against it..

Well they are trying to go against the process but there is no turning back, at least here the

north of Bolivar is very very very controlled the presence of these criminal groups by the

national army, there is an active process of consolidation, first it was cleared of the guerrillas

and then the illegal paramilitary and the process is very controlled, they are giving problems

in Sucre, in Urabá but here in the centre and north of Bolivar is more controlled'. Interview

with Gabriel Luna, February 27 2012, Cartagena de Indias, Colombia.

African oil Palm cultivation in Arjona, Bolivar on the Road to Santa Lucia. Foto Juliana Brugman.

The African oil palm is not only an example of a crop that has caused the extension of

the agricultural frontier in detriment of water bodies or the reason of the lost of land titles for

many families and communities, it has hidden the campesinos and their economies damaging

basic crops as rice and cassava as well as harming the natural environment with a decrease of

fishing areas. The continuous increase of African oil palm areas became a reason for

displacement, campesinos could not produce their own food nor did they all found a job in the

palm companies since one hectare of palm oil cultivation generates only 0.28 jobs according

to a study of the Ministry of Agriculture and the IICA168. In addition, the mono-crop industrial

168 Agrocombustibles: Una vía para el despojo de las tierras y la inseguridad alimentaria de los campesinos del
centro – oriente de Colombia (Sur de Bolívar) Fundación Suiza de Cooperación al desarrollo Swissaid Colombia
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system that the African oil palm promotes necessitates the use of pesticides and chemical

fertilizers which not only affect the health of the land but also of the water systems that

surround it. Plantations of African oil palm have been widely documented in affecting the

biodiversity of the area where it is located, as well as changing the structure and composition

of soils, affecting the local water system and  changing the composition of flora and fauna169.

Accordingly, the disjunction of a promotion of African oil palm as a promoter of

development of local communities can be clearly seen, the benefits are only received by the

owners of this industries supported by violence inflicted through legal and illegal actors,

while the environment and local communities are deceived by false promises of progress .

8.5 Chapter Conclusions

This chapter has proved the high degree of a Captured Reconfiguration of the State of

Colombia and its reflections in the lives of the population. It was demonstrated how

international companies as the Drummond and the Banana Fruit Company, which enter the

country as a result of a globalization process promoted by the Colombian government, benefit

themselves from a privatization of natural resources and instead of promoting an economic

development of the territories in which they are situated these companies become active

participants of the conflict profiting from the lack of discipline170 of the Colombian state, its

fragility, and their incompetence in the protection of its citizens. This was also seen in the

introduction of African oil palm as an instrument for local development, the discourse of such

governmental techniques obscured the many damages that it has over the population and the

natural environment proving the Captured Reconfiguration of the Colombian state. Also, the

intruding of terrorist methods by companies in order to have access to the land shows the

fragility of the Colombian state in protecting their citizen from an infliction of a harm against

their will171 and the active participation of government tactics towards a private benefit. This

illustrates an example of Escobar's (1995) explanation of a situation of economic exploitation

or the reality of how 'third world' resources have been historically sold to the most convenient

bidder; a clear result of not only economic domination 172  but also of a colonial

governmentality from the 'North' hidden within words of cosmopolitan discourses. Finally the

chapter also demonstrated how a Captured Reconfiguration of the State has been promoted

169 Palma Africana en Casanare: Desarrollo o Destrucción. Lopez and Baron in Unitropico Economia VIII
Gestión Ambiental.
170 Foucault 1978.
171 Barry 1998 in Held 2002.
172 Held 2002.
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within the health system by opening of spaces for paramilitary and illegal intrusions. This has

proven how far the configuration of the Colombian state has interfered with a proper

promotion of basic rights and capabilities increasing scarcity173 within its people instead of

following a technology towards the wellbeing of its citizens174.

173 Foucault 1978.
174 Foucault 1978.
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Sprouts of Hope

This chapter wants to give a light of hope over the previous pages by showing how the work

of some may inspire us to keep on walking in the route of change. Escobar (1995) argues that

cultural politics is an important part of analysis for understanding post development, a clear

vision of local cultures and their influences and connections with the economical and political

realm would start to trace an own path with alternative definitions for an achievement of an

own understanding of progress; the importance of organized civil society in Escobar's

perspective is basic for an achievement of an appropriate and successful post development.

Also for Foucault (1971) when fighting against oppression the proletariat has the

responsibility of a definition of targets, instruments, and methods for success, which become a

shared understanding for those that adhere with a revolutionary process strengthened by a

networking of lateral ties of popular bases175.  In the previous pages I have argued that

populations as Santa Lucía need to have a prior completion of their basic rights and

capabilities in order to be able to develop such process; luckily within civil society leaders

and organizations that are able to impulse a process towards an achievement of justice and

that have the capacity to extend it by a continuous development of networks are found.

9.1 Civil society pushes for justice

An exemplar organization that has been recognized nationally and internationally for its

important work with the displaced community in the Caribbean region of Colombia is the

Liga de Mujeres Desplazadas LMD. Founded in 1999 with the leadership of human rights

lawyer Angela Patricia Guerrero the LMD started community building by teaching human

rights to women that arrived to the city of Cartagena de Indias and neighbour municipalities

as victims of forced displacement by the guerrillas, paramilitaries and legal army. Many of

these women escaped massacres and were victims of diverse crimes including sexual violence

and the assassination of family members. From a small organization of few women who met

in the slums of Cartagena, the LMD has developed into a strong group who actively demands

from the state of Colombia a completion of their human rights. They have been the

intellectual and physical executors of the Ciudad de las Mujeres, a neighbourhood of one

hundred (100) houses in the municipality of Turbaco (State of Bolívar) funded by financing

175 Deleuze (1971) in Dialogue about power Gilles Deleuze and Michel Foucault (1971).
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that came from the active reclamation by the LMD of housing subsidy from the Colombian

government, philanthropic cooperation, and the women's work. The LMD is an inspiring

example of what organized civil society can achieve but also of the difficulties that can be

faced; since they birth the LMD has suffered, threats by the paramilitary, assassinations,

forced disappearances, rape of their members, the children's shelter of the Ciudad de las

Mujeres has been burnt two times as a sign of intimidation and continuous death threats are

received by the leaders. In addition according to Guerrero the Liga's work can only arrive to a

certain point since they can not cover a role that corresponds to the Colombian state; the

existence and work of organizations as the LMD proves the deficiencies of the Colombian

state, but shows that even if the situation is difficult the will and action of resistance by

educated organized society that work towards an opening of a space for change is present.

9.2 Music that denounces and unites; a motor for change

Leaders come from a variety of places and can develop their thoughts in a multitude of spaces;

one of them is music. Through music a significant quantity of people is touched, messages

cross borders, and visions of ideas are united. Latin American youth of the 60's and 70's was

guided by revolutionary music the so called 'musica protesta' with singers as Mercededs Sosa,

Susana Baca, Violeta Parra, Ruben Blades and Fecundo Cabral, who united a Latin American

spirit with their voices. Currently the youth of Latin America is conquered by the lyrics of

groups as Chocquibtown and Calle 13, the first one an afro-Colombian band and the second

one from Puerto Rico, express through music an honest portrait of our communities, our

feelings of disappointment and our visions of hope. Through songs as 'De donde vengo yo' by

Chocquibtown and 'Latino América' by Calle 13 the optimism of a possibility of change is

intertwined with words that illustrate a reality that can be cruel but that could also shine at

times; these songs remind us that there is good and there is bad and our responsibility is to

face where they come from and accept their existence in the grey colours of our histories,

music gives young people a motor that moves us with joy towards change.
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Conclusions

This research aimed to unite with a revolutionary process towards well being through a

postdevelopment strategy being borne from the perspective of the people and towards

achieving their defined targets. What could be concluded after visiting Santa Lucia and that

execution of semi structured interviews to the population were performed, is that the

scarcity176 of the town and the lack of a completion of basic rights and capabilities does not

allow the citizens of Santa Lucia to develop elaborated strategies for post development; they

want education, health, infrastructure, all basic capabilities for a development of basic rights

included within Nussbaum list (2000). Because of lacking this basic level, the citizens of

Santa Lucía do not have the capability of exercising the cosmopolitan right of expressing

themselves throughout political communities177. Consequently the reasons why these basic

capabilities are lacking in Santa Lucía was further analyzed and my hypothesis was confirmed,

the internal armed conflict in Colombia does influence in great proportion the inability of an

achievement of post development. The overflow of the Canal del Dique in 2010 in Santa

Lucía offered a starting point to analyze a deconstruction of Santa Lucia's underdevelopment

and this was achieved by unveiling the net of relations between population, the territory and

its wealth, government technologies, political economy, the internal armed conflict and the

Captured Reconfiguration of the State of Colombia, all within a geographical point of view.

The Magdalena River and the Canal del Dique offer an important opportunity for

communication for the state of Colombia, because of this they have been widely publicized in

the media and used in political discourses by many governments including by the government

of current President Juan Manuel Santos. The financing for an execution of projects is

sponsored by the need to be part of a globalization process and is based in the use of the Canal

del Dique and the Magdalena River as a suitable path for transporting the economy which is

also price convenient if compared with terrestrial or aerial transport. An impulse for the

exportation of natural resources to the must convenient bidder178 is consequently given. But

these governmental technologies for a capitalization of nature have proven to be inefficient

when thought as a whole; they have left the social factor a side and have not achieved a

176 Foucault 1978.
177 Held 2002.
178 Escobar 1995.
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proper governmentality for the medium179 lacking an adequate integration between the natural

environment and the population. Thus, is this exploitation of nature and its resources

advantageous for the Colombian people? In the case of the citizens of Santa Lucía one can

affirm that the capitalization of nature within an instrumental neoliberal perspective has not

been advantageous for the population. This is concluded by understanding the effects that the

expansion of the agricultural areas through the drying of wetlands and the deforestation of the

banks of the Magdalena river have had for the overflow of the Canal del Dique; also the

projects executed in the Canal have not had a social component within their planning schemes,

for example they ignore the importance of the fertility of soils on the banks of the Canal for

the sustainable agriculture of the populations which have been spoiled by the projects. In

addition these projects have not been properly executed and this difficulty has been present

ever since the construction of the Canal del Dique in 1650 becoming an active component in

the reasons for the floods that occur, leading many including major of Santa Lucía Teodomiro

Ariza to conclude that these floods are 'a business for the government' since they continue to

be a problem to be targeted with projects (interview Barranquilla February 2012).

The high level of greed and lack of moral standards that political leaders within the

government have had shows that the standard final aim of an appropriate government

governmentality which is to improve the situation of the population by understanding their

reality180 in order to be able to insure the development of their essential processes181, thus by

granting capabilities that would allow each individual to arrive to an appropriate level of well

being182, is highly not followed in Colombia. Instead this state weakness has proved to lead to

openings for a Captured Reconfiguration of the State which have been punctually profited by

corrupt systems, the AUC, and the guerrilla for example with the introduction of the African

oil palm and international companies as the Drummond and the Banana Fruit Company as an

instrument for local development. By entering the country through a will of the Colombian

government of being part of a globalization process that would promote development, these

companies have been proved to benefit themselves from a privatization of Colombian natural

resources by profiting from the fragility and lack of discipline183 of the Colombian state, since

instead of promoting the promised development of the inhabitants and the territories in which

they are situated they become active participants of the conflict and violators of human rights.

179 Foucault 1978. In Seguridad, territorio, población 2007.
180 Foucault 1978.
181 Foucault 1978.
182 Nussbaum 2000.
183 Foucault 1978.
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The active participation of government tactics towards a private benefit of national and

international companies illustrates an example of a Captured Reconfiguration of the

Colombian State and of Escobar's (1995) explanation of a situation of economic exploitation,

a clear result of economic domination184 through a colonial governmentality from the 'North'

hidden within cosmopolitan discourses for development. Also the cooptation of the health

system by the AUC has proven how far a Captured Reconfiguration of the Colombian State

has interfered with a proper promotion of basic rights and capabilities by the national

government resulting instead in an increase of scarcity185 within its people.

Furthermore, the armed conflict in the region of the Canal del Dique proved to be one

important component in unbraiding underdevelopment. The complexity to achieve post

development is highly increased when the AUC, aiming at a control of drugs production and

of routes for narcotrafficking, achieved the overall rule of the territory from society's norms to

political leaders and the economy through a strategy of terror which included a continuous

violation of human rights. These elements of violence, crime, and fear are not taken into

account in Escobar's (1995) theoretical formulation of post development but become essential

in understanding the difficulties in achieving it and furthermore in unbreading

underdevelopment. The illegality of narcotrafficking proves to be a transboundary issue that

deeply affects the human rights and capabilities of the population of Colombia and which

needs an appropriate transboundary solution 186 ; it is definitely a clear illustration of the

unfairness that globalization promotes since the effects of illegal consumption habits187 at the

global level are translated into a detriment of the well being and human rights of local

populations inflicting a harm they can not control. Therefore if a cosmopolitan philosophy of

commitment to the moral sphere of humanity188 would be put into practice the legalization of

drugs which has been a discussion put in the international table by President Santos would be

seriously considered. President Santos in interviews189 before the Summit of the Americas in

Cartagena de Indias in April 2012 stated that narcotrafficking is a problem of national security

for Colombia and expressed his interest in considering a route for a legalization of drugs,

being careful to mention that if approached it has to be through a common global agreement

and coordination. The answer of President Obama was that the legalization of drug trafficking

184 Held 2002.
185 Foucault 1978.
186 Held 2002.
187 Harvey 1989.
188 Held 2002.
189 Santos y la despenalización de la droga: ¿propuesta sin eco? Semana, Santos celebra disposición de EE.UU.
a discutir sobre drogas en Cumbre de las Américas Semana, Santos no descarta que cobre impuesto si se
legaliza la droga Semana
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and consumption 'is not the answer'190; a blunt way to end a discussion that could never begin.

Then this research starts to fall within a geopolitical perspective, one that tries to look at a

small example and realizes that it is rooted in to a mix of global problems, and due to this, of

global solutions. But even if a legalization of drug trafficking would take place, taking into

account taxing it and all of what it would have to be regulated and taken care of, what I can

feel is that the individual greed of many would anyway allow a corruption of the system in

detriment of the social. In addition I believe that coca would simply become another stolen

resource of nature, as carbon, gold, and many others in Colombia to be converted into a

consumable product in the 'North' and for the 'North'. These un enchanting thoughts force me

to refuge myself within the active actions of change pushed forward by civil society and

power myself with music, because change is possible.

As a conclusion, this research achieved to understand the difficulties faced by the

people of Santa Lucia in a completion of post development and this led to understand the

reasons of their underdevelopment; the capitalization of nature by the State with its failed

projects, the internal armed conflict of Colombia powered by the illegal traffic of drugs, and

the Capture Reconfiguration of the State. Theory was used following the advice of Foucault

and Deleuze (1971) as a toolbox, an instrument used to arrive through a historic reflection to

an awareness of the why of underdevelopment; to acknowledge the truth, even if it causes

disillusion, creates an ability to paint a path towards change. Recognizing the difficulties of

arriving to a completion of post development by looking, smelling, and feeling the reality, is a

strategy against forgetting and teaches us that we have to learn to get around these

complications and to work within them in order to achieve our final aim, well being.

190 Legalizar las drogas no es la respuesta: Obama. Especial Cumbre de las Americas 2012. eluniversal.com.co
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Appendix

Photos of the Canal del Dique. First Photo April 2011, Second Photo February 2012.
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Photos of 'El Boquete'. First Photo April 2011, Second Photo February 2012.
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Photos of Santa Lucía. The first photo shows the Poverty of the town, the second photo
shows the agricultural fields still under water in February 2012 one year after and four months
after the tragedy.
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Email to Ecopetrol requesting information and answers:

2012/3/1 Atencion al Usuario VSM <atencionusuariovsm@ecopetrol.com.co>:
> Buenas tardes Juliana

> Dando alcance a la respuesta anterior y con el propósito de complementar la
> información en lo referente a: (…) Numero de productos transportados a
> través del Canal del Dique, divididos por tipo, de estos productos su valor,
> y que cantidad son exportados incluyendo el destino de exportación del
> periodo comprendido 2001-2010 (…); nos permitimos comunicarle que debido a
> las condiciones físicas y de navegabilidad del Canal del Dique, nos es
> posible el tránsito de buques petroleros destinados al transporte de
> hidrocarburos que exportamos en la actualidad a través del puerto de
> Cartagena.
>
>
>
> De otra parte y en cumplimiento de nuestras políticas internas para el
> aseguramiento de la información, solicitamos que cualquier requerimiento
> adicional sea avalado por la Universidad Radboud Universiteit Nijmegen, en
> la cual se indique la información requerida, el propósito y las condiciones
> de tratamiento de la información en la investigación que actualmente Usted
> se encuentra desarrollando.
>
>
>
> Cordialmente,
>
> Atención al Usuario - VSM
>
> Vicepresidencia de Suministro y Mercadeo
>
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> Ecopetrol S.A.
>
> De: Atencion al Usuario VSM
> Enviado el: Miércoles, 29 de Febrero de 2012 14:36
> Para: 'julianabrugman@gmail.com'
> Asunto: OPC 2012-1228.
> Importancia: Alta
>
> Buenas tardes Juliana
>
> Acusamos recibo de su solicitud y sobre el particular adjuntamos la
> respuesta definitiva a su requerimiento.
>
>>
> Cordialmente,
>
>
>
> Atención al Usuario - VSM
>
> Vicepresidencia de Suministro y Mercadeo
>
> Ecopetrol S.A.
>
> -----Mensaje original-----
> De: Juliana Brugman [mailto:julianabrugman@gmail.com]
> Enviado el: Miércoles, 08 de Febrero de 2012 01:19 p.m.
> Para: OFICINA DE PARTICIPACION CIUDADANA
> Asunto: Información
>
> Señores oficina de participación ciudadana Ecopetrol:
>
> Mi nombre es Juliana Brugman Guerrero, soy una estudiante de Geografia
> en Radboud Universiteit Nijmegen en Holanda y estoy haciendo una
> investigación sobre las exportaciones desde Cartagena de Indias. Por
> este motivo me dirijo a ustedes ya que es de gran importancia para la
> validez de esta investigación la inclusión de las las estadísticas de
> exportación de Ecopetrol Cartagena. Donde podría conseguir estos
> datos, incluyendo el lugar donde el producto es exportado?
>
>
> Le agradezco su colaboración
>
>
> Juliana Brugman Guerrero
>
> cc 45560966 de Cartagena
>

Interviews:

Interview with current major of Santa Lucía Teodomiro Ariza, Barranquilla Colombia,
February 10 2012
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Su experiencia como alcalde ante la situación de emergencia que ha vivido la población como
ha sido?
bueno yo no diría tanto como alcalde sino como cualquier ciudadano, la tragedia que
nosotros sufrimos en el 2010 fue grande y me toco vivirla con mis coterráneos porque en el
día día que pasaba con ellos en procura que nuestra población no se inundara pero
desafortunadamente, piensa uno que a veces que fue culpa del alcalde pero no fue culpa del
alcalde porque según estudios ya estaba pronosticado que el municipio había tenia que ser
evacuado se iba a inundar porque la afluencia de agua que había en el departamento era
demasiado grande, escuche que por segundo eran miles y miles de litros que entraban al
departamento que uno se imagino que era incontrolable, había que esperar que mas o menos
llegara el verano que bajara el canal para controlar la afluencia de agua, incluso cuando
sucedió en el 84 que también partió casi cerca de donde estuvo la del 2010 casi paso lo
mismo ya, hubo que esperar que llegara el verano que bajaran los niveles del río que bajaran
los niveles del dique para poder controlar así controlar la entrada de agua al departamento.
Y todo esto que se ha venido registrando desde antes, con anterioridad porque razón no se han
tomado las medidas necesarias?
pues este es un caso que no es de nivel de gobierno local esto es lógico porque esto es una
tragedia de gran magnitud, yo siempre le he dicho a los entes del gobierno nacional que la
sedimentación del río magdalena y la sedimentación del canal del dique ha causado el
rompimiento el dique de protección que esta en el canal del dique, porque la sedimentación?
resulta que yo tengo unos 30 años si no es mas que yo no he visto que se haga dragado para
sacar la sedimentación del canal del dique y del río magdalena, estuve viajando hace poquito
creo que fue el lunes pasado y cuando iba en el avión me doy cuenta que dentro del río
magdalena hay unas playas inmensas, que ya yo no diría playas ya yo las llamo islotes ya,
entonces eso son causa de que ocurran las inundaciones   que están ocurriendo ahora porque
no se hace mantenimiento al río ni al canal, mas le dije al gobierno central que la carretera
que conduce del puente de calamar a santa lucia, es una carretera que esta hecha para un
peso especifico de 20 toneladas y resulta que cuando hay bloqueo en la oriental que es la vía
principal las tracto mulas los camiones pesados cojen la vía de acceso la de santa lucia
resulta que esos carros llevan como 50 o 60 toneladas cada uno y debilitan la carretera esa
que no esta hecha para ese peso ya,
y entonces ustedes como población se sienten un poco o abandonados por el gobierno central
o que no se les toma en cuenta, como quieren ustedes llegar al gobierno central y pedir sus
derechos?
mira después de que pasan los casos es que quieren tomar las medidas, nosotros al gobierno
departamental le pusimos en conocimiento esta cuestión de la crecida del río y la crecida del
canal del dique, el exgobernador decía que el departamento estaba blindado, blindado
porque el no veía el peligro que existía en realidad cuando el canal estaba crecido y ya
estaba a la orilla de la carretera, el solo decía que estaba blindado por decirlo digamos así,
pero nosotros que le solicitábamos constantemente que había peligro que la crecida del río
era demasiado que ya habían pasado los limites, el no le presto atención porque la verdad es
que como no tiene la experiencia en eso, pero como nosotros sufrimos la del 84 y sabemos
todo esos casos, le sobre advertimos, le hicimos advertencia sobre el caso, y además el
gobierno central esta tomando medidas ahora cuando ya suceden los casos, y ahora nos
acontentan con llevarnos mercados o con pagar un arriendo miserable que son 200 mil pesos
que a una familia le dan 600 mil pesos y eso no es nada para la magnitud del daño ocurrido
en santa lucia
Y también lo que yo logro entender es que hay una problemática del manejo porque esta la
CRA esta Cor magdalena entonces ahí hay un problema de quien es la responsabilidad todo el
mundo echándose la culpa...
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bueno exactamente ahí el uno al otro se tiran la pelotita como dice uno, pero en realidad
quien debe tener el mantenimiento del río magdalena y el canal del dique, la responsabilidad
mayor es de Cormagdalena, la Cra se que debe tiene que ver con esa parte, pero miremos
que Cormagdalena recibe la mayoría o un presupuesto grande del gobierno nacional por la
cual es para ella el mantenimiento del río y del canal del dique,
Pero la sede esta en bogota?
Ese es el problema, la sucursal esta en cada departamento de pronto pero al sede central esta
en bogota y las decisiones se toman aya y como ellos no saben o no conocen el daño o la
magnitud del daño que se hace por acá cuando hay las crecientes ellos no le ponen atención
a eso y sino que dejemos correr el agua y que ella misma encuentre el cause de su nacimiento
ya,
Pero que no es porque es todo hecho por el hombre,
Claro exactamente ya..
Yo tenia entendido que había una planeacion de la gobernación la nueva sur, querían hacer
una reubicación de viviendas... todo eso se hizo?
pues esa es una idea que nosotros tomamos como descabellada ya, porque ellos tenían la
intención de hacer una mega ciudad, reunir los municipios de Campo la Cruz, la Candelaria,
Manatí y Santa Lucia, los cuatro municipios esos en una construcción grande una ciudad,
que tenían planificado hacerlo, pero miremos esto la cultura de cada municipio es distinta,
aunque estemos cerca es lógico y yo eso yo diría llevaría aun caos un mañana al gobierno lo
que le plantee la situación para erradicar solución del problema es hacer la protección como
es debido  al canal del dique y al departamento en la carretera que conduce del puente de
calamar hacia la compuerta y de ahí a Repelon
Porque ustedes también estuvieron incomunicados les tocaba dar una vuelta increíble para
llegar acá a Barranquilla
Figurate tu que la carretera el único acceso y eso un poco difícil era de Barranquilla hasta el
puente de Calamar y de ahí a santa lucia, porque la carretera de santa lucia hacia la
compuerta también se dividió en varios boquetes y en una extensión grande y no permitía el
paso, y quedamos casi totalmente aislados,
Y ahora las reestructuraciones que están haciendo han sido favorables?
pues ahí hay un programa de la firma santo domingo en cuanto la ayuda de la reconstrucción
de las viviendas, pero es una ayuda que es un pañito de agua tibia, porque resulta que
hicieron un análisis de lo que necesita cada vivienda pero la firma santo domingo no esta
entregando la realidad de lo que se hizo ellos hacen lo que les da la gana, incluso yo puse las
quejas ante el secretario del interior de la gobernación porque si yo que soy la primera
autoridad me doy cuenta de eso, yo tengo que quejarme, tengo que poner en conocimiento a
mis ciudadanos lo que esta pasando, porque ellos no que puedan entregar lo que les da la
gana, porque el gobierno les da el auxilio para que entreguen el material a la gente de santa
lucia que no lo están haciendo como es debido  y yo me queje ante el gobierno departamental
y ellos están tomando medidas, incluso ayer hicimos una reunión sobre ese aspecto e incluso
le pedimos a santo domingo cual es su compromiso ante la población de Santa Lucia
Y el dragado lo están haciendo o no lo están haciendo?
Bueno el dragado no lo están haciendo pero mas sin embargo en unas reuniones que
estuvimos en bogota hay una firma que no se si es francesa o holandesa les iban a entregar el
contrato del dragado pero aun no lo están haciendo ya,
Pero todo parece que se hiciera para la comunicación, para poder transportar, cuando ya
llegan las consecuencias a las poblaciones no se toman en cuenta,
Es que como te digo cuando ya viene el daño es que quieren hacer la cura, pero si nosotros
podemos anticiparnos al daño ya, prevenir, prevenir, mira el canal del dique en santa lucia
que hoy en día el gobierno le entrego digo yo una limosna en la regalías 330 millones de
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pesos que por ahí pasan las embarcaciones con hidrocarburos con combustible y el canal del
dique es la arteria navegable mas rápida para llegar a Cartagena con los barcos que pasan
para aya,
Y ustedes piensan que tienen más derecho de los barcos que están pasando porque están
afectando a su población?
Claro yo pienso que si los pueblos que están en la rivera que son los mas afectados en cuanto
al polvillo del carbón de de pronto un derrame del petróleo como es posible que hubo un
municipio que están a distancia de la rivera están recibiendo mas plata que los que están
ribereños como es posible, porque los que estamos sufriendo el daño son los que son
ribereños,
Y la población de santa lucia en este momento cuales son sus necesidades, lo que usted ve
mas, porque lo que tengo entendido en noviembre hubo un ataque a la alcaldía y al centro de
salud porque no llego una ambulancia o tardo de llegar una ambulancia,
es que suceden muchos casos que diría uno que son hasta irrisorios, en la cuestión de las
elecciones que hubo al día siguiente hubo una sonada ya, pero como antes había sucedido las
inundaciones y el gobierno departamental había dicho que iba a hacer un hospital aya
llegaron y demolieron la antigua ese y dejaron en el predio ese un charco un criadero de
mosquitos, e incluso yo tuve que llamar a un noticiero y poner las quejas porque aja
destruyeron una obra que estaba ahí que nos prestaba servicio y paso a que tuvimos que
alquilar una vivienda para funcionar como ese como hospital o como centro de salud, cuando
llegaron las elecciones al día siguiente de ellas, yo digo que tiene que tener un componente
político, hubo un paciente que le dio creo un preinfarto, pero al llegar al centro de salud le
dieron los primeros servicios y al transportarlo al municipio de calamar antes de llegar el
paciente murió, y al regresar hubo una tumba enardecida pero yo le pongo componente
político porque ellos estaban como esperando eso debido porque querían quemar la
registraduria y eso fue como el detonador y cogieron la ese y la partieron hicieron de cuanta
cosa, llegaron a la alcaldía sacaron los computadores los arrojaron al canal del dique
hicieron un desastre completamente, yo tanto en la alcaldía tanto como en la ese recibí nada
completamente nada porque ni siquiera archivos, pero eso fue un grupo político que al verse
derrotados tomaron esa decisión cosa que yo les dije a ellos no me están haciendo daño a mi
o a fulano se están haciendo daño a ustedes mismos porque mañana le sucede algo a un hijo
y necesita que le presten los servicios como se les puede prestar? de ninguna forma...
Bueno volvamos al Canal del Dique, vi que en el Canal del Dique la población estaba
afectando o quería que se regara agua para los cultivos y estaban abriendo parte del Dique,
bueno eso decían los periódicos, o eso no es verdad
Bueno Santa Lucia es un municipio que depende de la agricultura mas que todo, pequeña
ganadería y pesca, y al inundarse el departamento quedamos sin tierra para cultivar, incluso
hace unos seis días estábamos en Manatí y reunimos al señor gobernador con cuatro alcaldes
del Cono Sur y le dijimos que ya era tiempo ya es un ano y cuatro meses y todavía las aguas
en el departamento y no se veía como aquel interés en el gobierno de evacuar esas aguas y le
dijimos al señor gobernador que tiene buenas intenciones pa que, ombe señor gobernador
porque usted no es el puente entre el gobierno central y el gobierno municipal para nosotros
proponerle al señor presidente que agilice la evacuación de agua en el departamento porque
los municipios del cono sur del departamento viven de la agricultura y la pequeña ganadería
y como eso esta inundado todavía la gente esta desesperada mas cuando ya no están llegando
las ayudas de los mercados, el desespero es mas grande ya, el gobernador le llevo propuesta
de vivienda de alcantarillado de agua potable pero la gente no quiere eso en este momento
ellos lo que querían era que les evacuaran el agua en sus tierras en la parte rural para ello
poder cultivar para ellos tener que hacer ya porque ya se encuentran desesperados ante esa
situación.
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Porque lo que lo que decían los periódicos era que la población estaban quitando los bultos de
arena para la irrigación de los cultivos, eso es verdad o no es verdad
No no no eso es mentira eso es mentira, aya nadie puede pensar eso porque la crecida que
tenia el canal del dique uno tenia que pensar que tenia que ser tremenda la tragedia, y no
creo que nadie se le haya pasado esa idea, lo que paso es que vuelvo y te repito el carreteable
ese que conduce del puente a Santa Lucia fue transitado muchas veces por camión pesado, y
ante una creciente tan grande que no la esperábamos, porque según mis papas mis abuelos
ellos dicen que nunca habían visto una creciente de esa magnitud, el peso de agua que había
y la poca resistencia de la carretera fue lo que permitió eso, además que de pronto ahí
habían unos tubos para irrigar las fincas que están por ahí cerquita y de pronto un tubo de
esos se pudo pudrir y pudo tener la causa de la ruptura del boquete ya,
Si pero en realidad esa es la mínima causa porque la falta de dragado...
Si exacto esa es la mínima porque nosotros le hemos repetido al gobierno que se haga el
dragado que se haga el dragado, además porque tengo conocimiento que en la entrada del
río hacia el mar hacia el mar en bocas de ceniza hay una figura como un cono y que hace ese
cono presiona mas el agua dentro del río y el no tener ese fluido hacia el mar se nos formo
mas ese problema esa cuestión porque el río con demasiada sedimentación y haciéndole
presión en toda la salida se empeora el problema
Porque a mi lo que me parece impresionante es que hay estudios de la Universidad Nacional,
de la Universidad del Norte, del gobierno Holandés y no se hace nada, entonces es la
impotencia que ya se sabía y no se hace nada...
Yo planteo que las inundaciones que suceden en el cono sur del departamento del Atlántico es
un negocio para el gobierno, es un negocio, esta como la pelea entre la guerrilla y el
gobierno ellos saben donde esta la guerrilla pero no la aniquila de un todo, así esta el
gobierno con lo que pasa en el cono sur, ello saben que el problemática que existe es la
evacuación en el río y la evacuación del sedimento en el canal del dique y no lo hacen y todos
los anos el mismo problema todos los anos el mismo problema para estar declarando
emergencia y estar declarando de cuanta cosa que le van a llenar los bolsillos a unos cuantos,
entonces eso es un negocio yo ya lo planteé como un negocio es lo que tiene el gobierno.
Y el problema de la violencia de paramilitares y guerrilla como se siente en Santa Lucía
Bueno ese problema hace unos pongámosle unos 5 o 6 anos atrás eso era un problema grave
aya, sobretodo no con al guerrilla sino con los paramilitares aya había presencia en esa zona
ellos mandaban ahí las autoridades no hacían absolutamente nada un problema que se
generó y yo siempre he dicho que el remedio ha sido peor que la enfermedad ya porque se
inventaron las auc que se convirtieron en paramilitares, y en resumidas cuentas han sido mas
desastrosos las acciones de ella, de ellos pues que la misma guerrilla, aya en santa lucia no
sufrió con guerrilla, aya se sufrió un poquito no tanto pero un poquito con los paramilitares
porque ellos tenían asentamiento ahí en el municipio de calamar y ellos mandaban toda esa
zona ya,
Y entonces la población no se sentía libre?
Un poquito cohibida en su libertad pero cuando ya conformaron los grupos del ejercito
soldados rurales bueno ahí se fue aliviando un poco el problema, hasta hace poquito que tuve
conocimiento que en el municipio de campo de la cruz  lanzaron unos panfletos amenazando
unas personas y dicen que es una secuela de paramilitarismo en la zona,
Eso se maneja con el gobierno central que con la alcaldía es un poco más difícil?
 Eso con las alcaldías es poco manejable, eso se pone en conocimiento a las autoridades
competentes acá en el departamento, croe que ya tienen conocimiento..

Interview to a young police candidate Santa Lucía, February 12 2012
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si era uno estaba acostumbrado a acostarse nueve y cuando estaban esos muchachos aquí
las seis y media de la tarde todo el mundo ya estaba con las puertas cerradas, no era lo
mismo, mucho temor... pero ahora ya se cambio hay mas tranquilidad, se ve la gente
caminando por la calle normal

Spontaneous talk with bodyguards Mr. E and Mr. D Cartagena de Indias 16 March 2012.
Por donde fue que pasamos en la carretera a santa lucia?
Turbaco Arjona Sincerin Gambote El Viso se encuentra uno con San Cayetano (la tierra del
ñame) de ahí se ven los montes de Maria, calamar, santa lucia
Pero esa carretera antes era peligrosa?
Anteriormente esa carretera era peligrosísima, había muchísimo paraco, desde Turbaco
hasta llegar a Sincelejo guerrilla y paraco todo eso
...la fuerza publica, policía ejercito fuerza aérea acabaron, se puede decir que se apaciguo la
zona entonces el transito ya se abrió,
De Magangue?
De Magangue a El Viso, El Viso es un municipio en una localidad que esta cerquita a
Gambote, cerraban ahí y no dejaban pasar ni motos siquiera porque el ejercito le decía a la
gente que no podía pasar entonces a la gente le tocaba buscar hotel y el que no tenia con que
pagar hotel le tocaba dormir ahí en la vía
Y santa lucia estaba metida en eso, osea quedaba incomunicada por la noche?
si santa lucia quedaba incomunicada, y entonces como un mal era consecuente de otro
entonces los paramilitares organizaron una respuesta armada a la inactividad del estado, los
paramilitares tomaron mucha fuerza en esa zona, digamos de San Juan de Calamar pero
obviamente el remedio fue peor que la enfermedad empezaron a abusar muchisimo de la
población y se convirtieron en un mal también un igual que la guerrilla, igualito, pero la
gente de pronto simpatizaban un poquito mas con ellos porque aparentemente donde había
paramilitares había digamos relativo progreso,  relativo digo porque hay zonas del país se
volvieron peor que las FARC, en zonas del país donde las FARC y el ELN eran muy
poderosos como el norte de Santander en Ocaña en esos municipios del norte los
paramilitares se volvieron peor que la guerrilla que el ELN extorsionaban y todo,
Entonces con Uribe en el primer mandato de como es que se llaman esas juntas?
Esa fue la transición, fue el principio, bueno principio del fin no porque ellos otra vez
volvieron a tomar fuerza, pero fue cuando se comenzó a materializar golpes contundentes
estructurados diría yo a toda esa delincuencia,
Organizado por todas las fuerzas armadas conjuntamente
fuerzas o organismos de seguridad del estado trabajando de la mano, horita cada quien esta
trabajando por su lado si es que quieren trabajar, hoy en día hay muchos celos y los altos
oficiales volvieron a los clubes sociales y entonces ya otra vez esta volviendo el desorden,
mira lo que esta pasando en el país en la zona del cauca donde hay un corredor de movilidad
estratégico de las FARC estratégico porque sacan al pacifico la droga y entran el dinero y
las armas igualmente por ese corredor movilizan secuestrados
Y en el golfo de Morrosquillo también?
Esa zona era zona de paramilitares,
Y al canal del dique y el río magdalena lo usaban?
lo usaban como fosas comunes, ahí tiraban todos los muertos para no dejar ningún tipo de
evidencia porque ellos al comienzo ellos masacraban ya fuera lo que ellos consideraban
enemigos o colaboradores de la guerrilla masacraban 5 10 20 persones pero tarde que
temprano alguien se desmovilizada por algún motivo y llevaba la noticia el dato de la
información a las autoridades eso representaba plata para el informante y estimulaba que
todo el que se desmovilizada adicionalmente de lo que le daba el gobierno adicionalmente
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pues obtenían también ganancia por las fosas comunes por lo cual adicionalmente se podía
judicializar comandantes de guerrilla de paracos, entonces tomaron la decisión, supongo yo
aquí que todo el que asesinaban lo picaban o hacían lo que ellos llamaban la cesárea lo
abrían por la mitad le secaban las tripas los llenaban de piedras los amarraban los tiraban al
agua les amarraban a una piedra o simplemente abriéndolos la sangre llamaba a los
animales
En el río magdalena y en el canal del dique también?
Si, uff eso fue terrible y al canal del dique lo cojieron de corredor de narcotráfico de armas y
de secuestrados también,
Y para llevarlos hacia donde?
Hacia puntos estratégicos cerca del canal, porque el canal es una gran carretera, comunica
varios municipios grandes, comunica cesar, magdalena, Bolívar, Sucre, pero el río
Magdalena mejor dicho era una gran arteria fluvial,
y por ultimo los echaban a los cocodrilos de una hacienda que tenían ahí, los picaban y se los
tiraban a los cocodrilos,

Interview with Gabriel Luna, February 27 2012, Cartagena de Indias, Colombia.
Y una pregunta sobre los humedales, tengo entendido que hay algunas personas que paran el
río paran el agua del humedal que el humedal se ceca para utilizar la tierra para cultivo...
Si correcto, es un conflicto que siempre ha existido entre agricultores y pescadores,
obviamente al pescador le sirve mas que haya agua pero al agricultor le sirve es que haya
suelo o tierra firme para expandir la frontera agrícola entonces que hace, durante las aguas
bajas abren canales de manera que cuando llega la inundación, la inundación deposita
grandes cantidades de sedimento en las zonas bajas aledañas del Canal del Dique y luego las
van rellenando y luego dejan de ser inundables porque el sedimento las van colmatando para
así lograr la ampliación de sus terrenos van corriendo la cerca en detrimento de terrenos la
nación porque los cuerpos de agua son de propiedad de la nación porque los humedales son
propiedad de la nación y obviamente eso va también en detrimento de los pescadores de
ejercer su actividad, ese ha sido un conflicto siempre muy complicado muy complicado de
manejar, porque los primeros que tienen que velar por eso son las administraciones locales
porque le están invadiendo los terrenos a la nación, le corresponde también a las autoridades
ambientales el control y vigilancia para sancionar por los daños al medio ambiente, pero es
que  las autoridades locales los municipios también tiene su parte de responsabilidad, ellos
tienen que estar vigilantes a lo que pasa en sus territorios, no solamente todo las
corporaciones, esas son funciones subsidiarias a muchas cosas
Y esos agricultores son personas adineradas, con poder..
Algunos si, otros no, otros no tanto porque si tu ves la estructura de tenencia de la tierra aquí
en Bolívar esta caracterizada por parcelas muy pequeñas muy pequeñas y donde se hacen
cultivos de pan coger o a veces son arrendadas las parcelas y esas también causan daño,
otras veces también son poseedores de grandes extensiones que hacen eso, pero eso esta
repartido, hay de todo, pequeños poseedores y grandes poseedores, todos buscan su provecho
personal en detrimento del bien común,
Y puede ser que estas personas poderosas sean ayudadas paramilitares o otras fuerzas y que
así las autoridades locales estén un poco digamos, asustadas o ...
Hubo casos, hubo casos digamos en el área de calamar que la apropiación del suelo fue se
dio pues al amparo de estos poderes oscuros, obviamente en detrimento de los pequeños
agricultores pero afortunadamente esas épocas ya están pasando, por eso al interior del
gobierno nacional por la restitución de tierras
Y el problema ahora es que ya hay grupos armado contra la restitución de tierras...
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Pues están intentando tropezar el proceso pero eso ya no hay vuelta atrás, por lo menos aquí
lo que es el norte de Bolívar esta muy muy muy controlado la presencia de estas bandas
criminales por parte de la armada nacional hay un proceso de consolidación que esta activo,
primero se saco a las guerrillas se saco a las autodefensas ilegales y el proceso esta bastante
controlado, están molestando por los lados de sucre de Urabà pero lo que es aquí el centro y
norte de Bolívar esta mas controlado.

Interview with Professor Alfonso Arrieta Pastrana from the Hidraulic Institute of the
Universidad de Cartagena
Entonces investigando sobre Santa Lucía lo que pasó, encontré que había un proyecto de
Cormagdalena con la interventorìa de la Universidad (de Cartagena) y de usted.
Si con la Universidad nosotros hicimos la interventorìa
Si exacto, pero habia una primera fase del proyecto que se completo y luego se paró.
Si, sobre el Canal del Dique se ha trabajado bastante, pero esos trabajos que se han hecho han
sido disciplinarios o sea tienen como objetivo inicial de navegación, principalmente el Canal
del Dique cuando se conecto su objetivo era la navegación, y era una intercomunicación de
varios sistemas lagunares, o sea estaba el río Magdalena el río magdalena desbordaba hacia
unos humedales que llegaban a una serie de ciénagas que llegaban a la bahía Cartagena,
entonces se crea la necesidad de comunicar el río magdalena con la bahía de Cartagena y
entonces se hace uniendo esa serie de ciénagas, y posteriormente ese canal se fue haciendo
mas un canal, no era solo una intercomunicación de ciénagas, entonces se fue dragando y se
fue dragando y se fue echando hacia los lados el material y se fue conformando lo que es un
dique, entonces quedo un dique y como eso eran unos humedales quedaron unas zonas mas
bajas hacia afuera, pero como era para la navegación se tenia que hacer mas recto y mas recto,
entonces inicialmente tenia un numero de curvas que era una cuestión sinuosa y se fueron
cortando el numero de curvas hasta que quedo como es hoy que es muy recto,
Y eso afecto el sedimento hacia la bahía de Cartagena?
Lo que pasa es que fíjate cuando el agua se desborda, todo el humedal es un sistema de
retención de sedimentos, cuando las velocidades son bajas todo el material se descansa y el
agua se pone transparente, pero como no hay conexión entre el mar y el río, el agua solo se
desborda en emergencia pero no hay un flujo continuo, cuando se establece el canal se crea un
flujo continuo y en la medida que hay mas caudal hay mas sedimento, es básicamente lo que
pasa, y en la medida que se recortan el numero de curvas hay menos resistencia al agua y hay
mas caudal entonces lo canales tiene que irse anchando mas para que alcance un equilibrio de
aerodinámico, además la navegación van aumentando su numero de barcazas su numero de
necesidades y cada vez son mas grandes y mas anchas y entonces necesitan un canal mas
ancho y en un canal mas ancho necesita que entre mas agua y al entrar mas agua hay mas
sedimento y aumentan los problemas.

Y tiene algo que ver la deforestación?
Bueno la deforestación de todas formas en un sistema global, que afecta porque los suelos que
en la medida que los suelos que están reforestados tienen menor producción de correntia
directa porque el agua queda retenida en el suelo y en las plantas, o sea el caudal por
definición es la relación entre el volumen que pasa por unidad de tiempo, si hacemos el
tiempo de retención tendiendo a 0 el caudal tiende a infinito a ser muy grande, entonces
cuando hay vegetación y hay marismas y hay humedales el agua llueve y el agua se almacena
ahí por un tiempo y sale mas lentamente o sea que el tiempo es mayor y entonces el caudal es
menor y produce menos inundaciones, porque lo que produce daños es cuando la onda de
agua viene con mucha velocidad la gente no tiene tiempo de actuar, por eso la reforestación y
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los humedales son importantes como reguladores porque almacenan el agua temporalmente y
la sacan en un tiempo mas grande y así los caudales son menores,
Entendido, y bueno le hice una entrevista a un profesor de la Base Naval y le hice una
pregunta sobre el cambio climático, y el me decía que el también es de la idea que el cambio
climático bueno que existe pero que talvez no es la causa de todas las lluvias...
Es que en la historia geológica de la humanidad han habido épocas de calentamiento y épocas
de frió, algunos estudios geológicos sobre Cartagena encuentran algunos estratos de
materiales de animales que su habitad han sido marinas a unos niveles mas altos que los que
hoy están, que puede ser por levantamiento o puede ser que alguna vez estuvieran aya abajo,
porque puede ser que se levante o que se hunda, porque el hecho que cambie el nivel relativo
del agua no quiere decir porque el agua subió, puede ser que el agua subió o el suelo bajó,
entonces sobre eso hay algunas teorías que se dice que muchos de los mareógrafos que están
puestos en muchos sitios del mundo, creo uno en Japón, Japón es un sito que se esta
hundiendo y lo han interpretado que el nivel del mar se esta subiendo, pero es al contrario se
esta hundiendo, y hay algunas islas que se dice que por efecto del aumento del nivel del mar
los acuíferos se han salinizado, pero algunos autores dicen que eso no es cierto, que lo que ha
pasado es que hay una sobre explotación del agua dulce industrial que hace que los niveles
freáticos bajen y entones entre la ruña salina, entonces todo es relativo, y por ejemplo aquí en
Cartagena que han analizado estudios los mareógrafos aquí internos, y algunos dicen que los
niveles están subiendo pero resulta que esto no es solo por el cambio climático, el asenso
interno del sistema de Cartagena de los caños internos y Bahías internas se debe a que se
construyo la Bocana, y al abrir esa boca la marea entra con mas energía y la carea de marea es
mas alta y entonces todo se inunda mas porque la bocana ayudo a que subieran.. lo otro es que
el dragado del canal de acceso por Bocachica, en una boca mas grande hay también una marea
interna mayor
Y las lluvias?
Al haber una carrera de marea de un máximo y un mínimo hace que el canal del dique cuando
se dan los mínimos tengan mayores caudales porque hay mayor gradiente, o sea el agua fluye
por diferencia de nivel, entonces si la marea interna no sube y baja tanto el caudal tiene un
rango pero si ese rango aumenta entonces el mínimo disminuye pero el máximo puede
aumentar porque el mínimo baja, y además el canal se ha ido aumentando por cuestiones de
erosión, o sea los sedimentos del canal del dique fueron en su origen depositados en unos
ambientes lenticos, en unos ambientes muy lentos, o sea son unos sedimentos muy finos al
meterle velocidades de 2 y 3 metros esos materiales que están en la orilla no aguantan cada
vez se van desformando y se van abriendo mas porque la velocidad es mayor de lo que resiste
un limo de estar ahí estable por gravedad entonces el agua lo coje y lo socava lateralmente y
cada vez se cae y se va anchando,
Y eso fue lo que paso en Santa Lucía?
No en Santa Lucia fue otro problema paso otra cosa, en Santa Lucia lo que pasa es que hay
una zona aledaña que anteriormente era un humedal que se dreno para hacer un campo
agrícola o sea se dreno para la agricultura entonces los niveles estaban bajos, entonces como
esos niveles estaban mas bajos esos niveles son mas bajos del Canal del Dique, y todo el
dique es un sistema hecho con sedimentos del mismo canal lo cual son materiales que son
deleznables que los puede lavar el agua fácilmente a la menor debilidad por cualquier cosa
que se haga por una imprudencia un tubo,
Porque eso es lo que dicen que paso..
Algunos dicen que alguien conecto una tubería y que por ahí fallo, pero igual si se les tapa ahí
puede fallar mas adelante, porque el dique es materiales del canal que son deleznables y que
su origen fue de un sistema lentico entonces en cualquier momento puede fallar en cualquier
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parte y al tener una zona baja esa zona se inunda muy rápido, es como si yo tengo un tanque y
le abro una brecha por la mitad rápidamente el agua inunda,
Y los proyectos que se han hecho en el Canal del Dique han sido de dragado para que la
navegabilidad...
Casi todos el objeto han sido la navegabilidad,
y entonces eso que hace, que no
no porque el objeto es tener un canal navegable que puedan las embarcaciones ir navegar
subir,
Pero se toma en cuenta el tipo de problema como el de Santa Lucia?
No eso en un principio no se tubo en cuenta, es mas se había planificado un distrito de riego
del Atlántico en ese sector, o sea pareciera que no se tubo en cuenta que pueda pasar eso,
Y porque?
Pues usted sabe que
Porque si se sabe que las paredes del canal se desmoronan por decirlo así..
Porque talvez no todos los planificadores tienen en cuenta todo, si, de pronto por la visión
disciplinar de cada uno, es probable que una persona la planeación la haga con un sesgo, otros
con otros sesgos, unos vemos unas cosas y otros ven otras, de pronto los que trabajan las áreas
económicas ven el área económica los del transporte el transporte, por eso es que ese tipo de
problemas tiene que ser integrales y a veces no se tiene la integralidad, yo pienso que es un
modelo de planeacion que no ha sido integral que no ha tenido en cuenta todo los factores de
riesgo, se mira un sector en un determinado momento, el económico el productivo, y depronto
ahí esta la falencia,
Y que fue lo que paso con el proyecto?
Lo que paso es que con este proyecto se planteaba disminuir la cantidad e sedimentos
disminuyendo el caudal, o sea partiendo del hecho que si se disminuía el caudal en un 30% el
sedimento también se disminuía en ese porcentaje, y se quería disminuir el sedimento sin
afectar la navegabilidad, y eso significaba que tocaba convertir un canal de 100 metros en 60
metros de ancho, y que pasa ahí la velocidad aumenta, y al aumentar la velocidad se esta
afectando la navegabilidad del transporte fluvial ese era uno de los problemas y el otro
problema es que se planteaba que se hiciera un recubrimiento del fondo en roca, pero se
encontró, bueno se encontró no porque ya se sabia con anterioridad también que esos suelos
tienen muy poca capacidad de soporte y el material de roca que se necesitaba era de varios
metros por debajo del canal del dique para encontrar una estabilidad hidráulica, y entonces ese
proyecto valía mucho mas de lo que estaba presupuestado y tampoco era tan seguro desde el
punto de vista de la navegabilidad. Entonces el proyecto constaba de tres etapas, la primera
etapa era que el consultor revisara esa propuesta conceptual y emitiera un concepto de si eso
era viable o no era viable hacerlo, la segunda era hacerlo y la tercera evaluarlo. Pero como en
la primera etapa se demostró que desde el punto de vista técnico y económico no era viable
hacerlo entonces se suspendió en esa etapa. Y nosotros éramos la interventoria y nosotros
teníamos que avalar si los procedimientos que estaban haciendo los contratistas eran correctos
o no, entonces nosotros no estábamos en la capacidad vamos a proponer otra opción porque
esa no era nuestra función, porque los que tenían que decir si sigo o no sigo era el contratista.
Entonces nosotros conceptuamos que así como estaba conceptuado el proyecto era muy
costoso y no iba a ser seguro para la navegación. Y esa fue la razón porque no siguió
Y las demandas que hay ahora sobre este proyecto a Cormagadalena a los contratistas
porque son?
Son porque se argumenta que hay un detrimento patrimonial porque se gasto una plata
inoficiosamente, pero en el fondo depende de la lectura que se le de, porque también se puede
leer porque se evito que se gastara un recurso mayor, porque eran 200.000 millones que se
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iban a gastar, en comparación con 5.000 que fue lo que se gasto en la etapa inicial que era
como estaba previsto en el contrato,
He venido estudiando y viendo que hay varios estudios sobre el Canal del Dique, del a UNA
de la del Atlántico, pero que es lo que frena para hacer algo que de verdad funcione?
Lo que pasa es que el problema de nosotros es que hacemos las cosas mediáticas, entonces
hay mucha información pero la información no es consistente en el espacio y en el tiempo, la
información se toma cuando hay un contrato que dura 1 año, 6 meses 3 meses, 2 meses en ese
tiempo se toma un muestreo y se analiza ese muestreo, luego se realiza otro contrato con otra
administración con otros objetivos con otras metas y se toman otros datos y cuando usted los
busca al final usted tiene 50 estudios, pero 50 estudios hechos con condiciones contractuales
diferentes, entonces le es muy difícil sacar conclusiones porque los parámetros de medida no
son los mismos todos son variados durante el tiempo, y el canal cambia en los años, interno en
el año y durante el día, por ejemplo el agua.. (........)  Pero eso si eso no se tiene monitoreado,
tu monitoreas un evento una vez y no tienes chance de volverlo a repetir, entonces si no se
tiene una historia estos son eventos de periodo largos, que puede suceder cada 200 años en
promedio si no ha habido una historia de registrar nada es muy difícil saberlo.
Pero cuando se hacen los estudios, porque es tan difícil la ejecución del proyecto?
Porque no hay la certeza que el proyecto va a funcionar, porque a veces los proyectos se
hacen con ideas, hay también proyectos muy repetitivos que uno si sabe que va a pasar, pero
también hay cosas que en el laboratorio se pueden ver pero cuando se hacen en una escala
mas grande no se reproducen de la misma manera.
Pero hay proyectos, no se me imagino yo que siempre hay ese tipo de duda pero se arriesgan
y los hacen, entonces que falta? arriesgarse?
No falta que haya una continua planificación y ejecución de los proyectos, una continuidad,
aprendiendo haciendo corrigiendo, o sea no hay la secuencia hacer aprender corregir el error y
volver a hacer
Y esto porque no se hace?
Por falta de cultura, por tratar que todo tenga que ser mediático, y todo no es mediático…
Y ahora que están haciendo en el Canal, dicen que están haciendo un dragado pero yo fui y
no había nada, y los habitantes me dicen que no están haciendo nada..
No lo que pasa es que ahorita había unos recursos de Colombia humanitaria que son unos
recursos de emergencia para resolver un problema mediático, la gente se inundo y hay que
tapar un chorro y se tapa, pero no ha habido un estudio integral completo, que pasa si lo que
yo hago aquí tiene efecto arriba o a los lados? porque eso requiere mas análisis mas tiempo y
siempre se cuestiona que hay mucho estudio mucho estudio pero en realidad no es que haya
mucho estudio, hay estudios muy superficiales mediáticos, muy puntuales para una cosita
para una visión muy estrecha pero no hay una cosa sistemática en el tiempo que uno pueda
decir tenemos 50 años de registro que diga tales ciénagas se inundaron se secaron, en tales
ciénagas los peces se murieron tal cosa, de pronto hay un registro en el Canal si hay registros
porque se hacen para la navegación pero los sistemas lagunares no están bien documentados,
sino muestreos temporal,
Y usted como ve el desarrollo del Canal ahora? Se van a seguir desmoronando las paredes
hasta que las poblaciones se caigan al Canal o que?
No donde esta la población generalmente la gente se defiende y construye unas barreras
fuertes y ahí el se estabiliza pero en las zonas abajo el se va cayendo hasta que busca una
sección hidráulicamente eficiente, en donde están las poblaciones no porque la población
misma empieza a controlarlo,
Y como solución…
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Mudar la gente, yo pienso que lo mejor es que las poblaciones se asienten un poco mas arriba,
5 10 metros mas arriba hay sitios altos ahí cercanos y dejar las zonas inundables para
desarrollar explotaciones que puedan convivir con las inundaciones
Y un interés continuo, no hay?
No yo no lo conozco, pero si debería existir y debería estarse monitoreando permanentemente,
debería estarse siguiendo a la gente…

Interview with an old man in the Santa Lucía centre square, 2 May 2011
Anteriormente los cojian con atarralla pero ahora ponen el trasmallo y cogen todo, los peces
pequeños y grandes y se cogen toda la pesca, y ya no hay casi pescado,
y el dragado también ayudo a eso?
no, el dragado fue a perder fue la agricultura, toda la orilla del canal del dique era playa y se
anegaba el dique y se secaba y toda esa tierra era fertil para la agricultura yuca maiz llama
batata auyama patilla y ahora cogio el dragado y hecho toda esa arena lavada y eso no tiene
ninguna, eso hecha pasto a los 10 años cuando ya tiene sabia, y se hecho a perder todo el
canal del dique de calamar a cartagena, que antes era para la agricultura, eso por suan todo eso
uno se alegraba cuando entraban los chorros entraban y salian, antes habia pescado y habia
agricultura, ahora todo se ha acabado, se acabo el pescado y se acabo la agricultura,
maximo hasta 4 metros llegó,
y ustedes como han sentido la ayuda del gobierno?
tres mercaditos, pero desde diciembre los mercados que han dado aya..
y como se estan preparando ustedes pa este proximo?
no la trinchera, pero ya no pueden hacer trabajos buenos porque el dique esta muy arriba
y los auxilios no han venido ni de casa ni de nada.. y el presidente de la republica y los
senadores dicen que ya esta la plata que esta en el banco, pero todos los alcaldes no hacen
diligencia, no saben hacer un censo, yo conozco aquí todas las casas,
pero si aquí hay mil apuntan tres mil, y eso lo han hechado a perdar, entonces los necesitados
por pecadores pagan todos, que los que han venido
todo el que viene aquí, pero es el hambre es la necesidad pero a mi me da pena cuando vienen
ustedes y los atacan, aveces una mujer que viene aquí particulares que han venido aquí a
ayudar que traen mercaditos son mil pero trae 100 no hay pa todos, y entonces la gente se
pone a pelear, a mi me da pena pero es la necesidad, aquí no hay plata, aquí la plata la tienen
los gobernadores pero ellos no sirven no saben funcionar, la plata no nos llega, entonces el
alcalde no sirve.. para eso son los respaldos, andan con guardaespaldas,
y pa eso son las leyes ponen las leyes y no las cumplen, aquí no hay ley, hacen las calles en la
mitad de la calle, todo el mundo hablando y hablando, ahora disque haciendo paro, que para
que venga el presidente de la republica, pero para eso es el alcalde, para eso pone uno la
mejor persona del pueblo,
ahora todos quien ser candidatos, a raiz de eso todos quieren ser, pero yo no hallo por quien
votar…

Parts of a group interview with youth from Santa Lucía, February
Eso fue terrible aquí en santa lucia, cuando uno vio que ya el puente ya de aquel lado ya tenia
agua, ya la gente no tenia mas, ya el nivel del agua se iva creciendo y se iba pasando de la
carretera, cuando la gente estaba haciendo unos muros en la carretera para que no pasara pero
cuando quicieron ver al puente eso fue fuerte, todo el mundo corria, los niños entre el agua,
todo el mundo se preocupaba por los viejos y los niños cuando llegamos aquí y despues la
gente decia que ya taparon el puente, …
al otro dia ya a las 6 de la tarde estaba el agua aquí,
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lleno de sapos, de culebras, de animales, a veces se morian los perros y uno los tenia que
echarlos al agua y de esa misma agua uno tomaba, y despues las fuerzas armadas, el ejercito
fue trayendo agua y alimento también,
ustedes estaban aquí cuando las inundaciones
si
y tenian miedo
si,
y que hicieron?
nos fuimos pa barranquilla
y cuanto duraron aya?
un poco de meses,
y ustedes estudiaron en barranquilla?
no,

y todavia es la hora y estan los niños no en el colegio si no los tienen dando clase en carpas,
eso es horrible,

Y ustedes se acuerdan de eso y les da como..
eso le queda un recuerdo a uno, uno nunca se va a olvidar de eso, y hay señores ya mayores
que cuando ven en el noticiero y eso lloran y de por medio de eso han muerto varias personas
asi, que se resienten, bueno aquí menos mal no se murio nada ahí, solo despues que paso eso
fue que se ahogaron unas cuantas personas,
cogiendo cosas de su casa o que?
aquí estaban robando mucho,
y cuando se seco esto era el pueblo fantasma,
yo me fui de aquí el primero, y me fui pa barranquilla, pa albergues pa unos colegios,
y los colegios, ya paso un año lo que paso y nada igual, el gobernador, nada y el alcalde esta
ahora empezando,
y las autoridades como las sienten ustedes? cercanas o lejanas? que trabajaron con ustedes
ombro con ombro?
si si si,cercanas, la policia ayudo bastante, eso no hay que negarlo la policia ayudo bastante
aquí,
aquí si hay gente que desde el primer momento que se rompio se quedo aquí todo el tiempo
aquí aquí,
yo me quede aquí, dormia en la carretera, eso era feo, todas las noches aguacero aguacer
aguacero, sin luz, y la gente llorando,
y el gobernador paso, llegaba a los puntos criticos y ya se iba, como pa pasar,
los colegios estan en condiciones que dan es como pena, dan dolor, y entonces comienzan una
construccion quitan los techos y dejan todo a medias, y el centro de salud también igual, en
nada,
y ustedes como jovenes de santa lucia que son, ustedes que sienten que le hace falta a s u
pueblo? que necesitan?
la educacion, el centro de salud, el hospital, lo mas importante es la educacion el puesto de
salud, los parques, aqui no hay nada, no hay ni un parque de diversion para los niños, aquí no
hay nada,
pero lo mas importante es la orilla del dique, que hagan los trabajos, porque todos los años lo
estar sufriendo siempre lo mismo si no…
y ustedes que estan en el colegio o ya salieron de estudiar?
enfermeria pero ya no porque mi mama tenia era ganado pero ya a raiz de la inundacion todo
eso ganado se ahogo, nosotros nos metimos pa
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todo se lo llevo el agua,
cuando ustedes se graduen del colegio que les gustaria hacer?
a mi me gustaria ser policia, a mi también,
osea lo que ustedes sienten que les hace mas falta es el estudio?
si, si, porque
uste entra al colegio y le da tristeza esos colegios,
y los profesores que tal?
buenos, quicieran tener todo lo adecuado para enseñar
cuando terminan el colegio se quedan aquí?
no cuando uno termina, la mayoria se va pa barranquilla, trabajan y estudian pa poderse pagar
los estudios, pero los que no tienen pa trabajar o estudiar se quedan aquí a ayudar a la familia,
en el monte o sino en la pesca, ayudar a la familia, y unos que quedan como mototaxistas
pero hay unos montes llenisimos de agua que no se puede trabajar para nada, pero todo se
perdio, ahora estan es de la pesca, el gobierno si les estan dando una ayuda pero se han
demorado mucho con esa ayuda, y hay personas que no tienen nada que hacer, ahí esperando
a que sequen la tierra porque aquí no hay donde cultivar, y el gobierno tiene como 5 meses
que no dan ayuda, pero todo lo dan incompleto, los arriendos, los mercados,
el sena viene a dar cursos, de mantenimiento de edificacion, pero para entrar esos cursos no es
facil, uno tiene que pasar unos examenes, unas entrevistas, pero es dificil, aquí hay muchos
estudiantes que quieren entrar en el sena pero no pasan..
hay estudiantes que son los mejores estudiantes y que se ganan becas por la universidad, el
transporte todo,
A raiz de la inundación hay mucha gente que se fue y que no han regresado, muchos se fueron
pa barranquilla unos pa venezuela,


